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Public Works Report Includes· 
M.illio'n Dollar Request for EI 
Proposed Amount Would Be Used 
for Construction of Four New 
Buildings Here. 
OTHER COLLEGES BID 
One million, three hundred and 
ten thousand dollars for construction 
and improvement of buildings at 
EI was one of the itemized requests 
in a public works report submitted by 
Governor Henry Horner to the federal 
government over the week-end. 
~·---·-------------__. 
SCIENCE QUARTERS 
ARE DESCRIBED IN 
SPECIAL SECTION 
This issue -o-f-the Teachers I 
College News is dedicated to 
EI's need for a new science 
building. Pages five and six 
are devoted to an exposition of 
disadvantages to classes and 
instructo.rs in their present 
quarters and the ideal science 
department. Interviews with 
several members of the science 
department are employed to 
parenthecize these points. 
Illinois Taxing 
Set-up Is Topic 
Of Forum Club 
LeRoy Gruenewald Is Speaker; 
Points Out Manner m Which 
·State Is Shackled. 
SUGGESTS REMEDIES 
LeRoy Gruenewald outlined the tax-
ing set-up in Illinois, gave its his-
ministration, and suggested steps which 
torical background, explained its ad-
might be taken toward reform in an 
address before the Forum group in 
room 6 Thursday evening. Chief 
remedial measure suggested was a 
change in the taxing clause of the 
state constitution which would allow 
News Wins Medalist Honors 
At Colu111bia Press Convention 
NEWS TO OBSERVE 
20TH ANNIVERSARY 
WITH NEXT ISSUE 
The News will commemorate 
its twentieth anniversary of 
continuous publication with a 
special, enlarged issue on 
March 26. Messages from form-
er editors, business managers, 
and advisers will be carried as 
additional features. A complete 
history of the News, its activ-
ities in school affairs, and in-
troduction of past staff members 
will also be included in the 
"Twentieth Anniversary Issue." 
• 
Rating Places Paper Among Four 
Best Educational Publications 
in United States. 
1200 ATTEND MEETING 
A full page article in last l:t1nday·s 
issue of the New York Times ccrrics 
Under the heading of "State De-
partment of Registration and Educa-
tion," EI made four specific requests. 
They are: science· building and 
equipment - $300,000, gymnasium 
building-$275,000, vocati·onal train-
ing schoo·l - $650,000 library build-
ing-$85,000. 
I 
an income tax and a classified prop-
._ ________________ ~~ erty tax to be levied. 
the information that the Teachers 
College News has been awarded med-
alist rating in the annual contesl.; con-
ducted by the Columbia Scholastic 
Press Association. Medalist r~ting was 
received by only three other teachers 
college papers, thus plac1ng the News 
among the four best publications in 
thE> United States . 
Announc.~ment of the award was 
made at the convention held at Co-
lumbia University last Thursday. Fri-
day, and Saturday. Other medalist 
winners were : Junior Collegian, Los 
Angeles Junior college; Southwestern. 
State Teachers College, Weatherford. 
Okla.; and Augustana Mirror, Sioux 
Falls, S. D. Only other Illinois paper 
to win an award 1n the contest was 
Carbondale's Egyptian, which receiv-
Governor Horner announced that 
h1s recommendations ·call ;for the 
"immediate" expenditure, within 18 
Seven Debates 
Are on Calendar 
For this Week 
months, of 480 millions and for ---
"long term" pr·o.jects which would re- Affirmative Team, Composed of 
quire 1,309 millions within four Charles Poston and Richard 
years. Bromley, Meets Eureka. 
In all, Illinois bid for $1.789,000,000 --
all for public works expenditure. With seven debates scheduled during 
This huge amount would come from the next four days, EI debaters have a 
the $4,880,000,000 appropriation now busy week before them. Competition 
being considered by Congress. starts at 4 p. m. today when Richard 
Three other state teachers colleges Br·omley and Charles Poston, affirm-
requested allocations from the works atives, meet the men's negative team 
fund. Western State at Maoomb ask- at Eureka. 
ed for $1,055,000 of which $650,000 The girls' teams leave Wednesday on 
would be applied on a new training a four day trip into the northern part 
school plant. State Normal univer-
1 
of the state, with Juanita Brown and 
sity requested only $75,000 to be used Evelyn Mayer, negatives meeting North 
for repairs. Southern Teachers plac- central's affirmative team at Naper-
ed its request at $105,000. The total ville that afternoon in a conference de-
The state of Illinois is shackled in 
so far as taxation is concerned, Mr. 
Gruenewald pointed out, by a clause 
written into the ·constitution more 
than ·one hundred years ago. This 
clause provided for the general prop-
erty tax, chiefly because Illinois was an 
agricultural state at the time and the 
only thing that could be used as a mea-
sure of ability to pay was property. To-
day Illinois is one of the greatest in-
dustrial states in the Union, yet it ad-
heres to a tax system designed for a 
frontier agricultural state. 
Sonata Program 
Will Be Vesper 
Concert Feature 
Richard W. Weckel, Violinist, and 
Mrs. Ethel Scott, Pianist, to 
Play. 
--- ed a second class rating. 
Richard W. Weckel, violinst, and Mrs. Awards are made as follows: the 
Ethel scott Phipps, pianist, will give four or five outstanding papers in the 
a sonata program as the fifth Vesper entire United States are clas3ified as 
Before this discrepancy can be re- medalists; other winners ar~ rated as 
concert in the college auditorium next paired, an amendment to the consti- first, second, or third class. During Sunday afternoon at 4 o'clock. The tution is necessary. Such an amend- the last five years the News ha5 re-
recital will mark the first time that 
ment has been submitted to the voters ceived one medal'ist award, three first 
such a program has been presented at in 1904, 1912, 1916, 1926, and 1930, with class ratings, and one second class EI. Mr. Weckel and Mrs. Phipps pre-
a large majority voting for the amend- rating. During 1930-31, wit'1 Harold 
sen ted a program last November, both 
ment each time except in 1930. The Middlesworth as editor, the papt:r en-here and in Bloomington. 
constitution, however, requires that a tered Columbia competition fur the 
majority of those voting at the election The four previous vesper concerts first time, receiving a first class rat-
must vote for the amendment; and be- have featured the band and orchestra, ing. The medalist. feature had not 
cause so many people voting at the , the College Trio, the Men's Glee club, been introduced into the contest at 
Florence Duncan · and Grace election failed to vote on the amend- and the Women's Glee club in the or- th'is time, being added the following 
Kortum, affirmatives, will have a non- ment the proposed constitutional der named. _The first of those pro- year. Paul Blair edited the paper to 
decisi?n debate with the North Central change was l·ost each time. grams was given late in January and a second class award in 1931-32 and a 
n~gative team. . Rosary college. _at Responsibility for developing an ef- i others have followed on alternate first class rating in 1932-33. Roy Wil-
River Forest Will offer the oppositiOn ficient tax system in the state the Sundays. Each program has featured son, as editor, and John Black, as 
for the girls' negative team ?n Thurs- speaker stress·ed, should be plac~d on special solo numbers, either instru- business manager, annexed a first 
day; there may _be a. practice debate the General Assembly in order to al- mental or vocal. place standing last year. Alexander 
amount proposed for use by the teach- bate. 
ers colleges was $2,545,000. 
Both Western state and EI plan 
construction of new science buildings 
and both ask $300,000 for the pro-
jects. EI's program reaches a higher 
total than other colleges in the state 
because ·of the proposed $275,000 for there f·or the affirmatives. low a greater degree of flexibility. Presentation of regular vesper pro- Summers, editor, and Leallyn Clapp, 
a new gymnasium. 
The state's program is the result of 
an inventory made by department 
heads to determine needed improve-
ments and buildings in Illinois. 
At 6:30 p. m. Friday the girls' af- About forty people attended the grams has not been attempted before business manager, have piloted the 
firmative team meets DeKalb's nega- meeting. at EI. It was originally planned to give paper to the highest award ob~inable 
tives in a non-decision debate, with the only four concerts in this series, but so this year in gain1ng medali.st hon-
E! girls' negative team engaging in a TWO Talks Scheduled popular has the feature been with the (Continued on Page 10) 
conference debate with the DeKalb general public that others have been 
affirmatives at 8:00 p. m. At Mathematics Club added. 
Players Give Scenes Additional decision debates with -- Compositions by Mozart, Fibich, and 
from O'Neill Drama 1 Augustana, Wheaton and DePaul are Two talks, one on Euler's Theorem," Brahms will be featured. The numbers 
___ I b.eing .contemplated for the. girls' af- by Clara Balmer, and the other on are: Sonata No. 8 by Wolfgang Ama- _ 
A study and dramatization of scenes firmative team. The negative team "Ruler Constructi·ons," by Eugene deus Mozart; Sonata by Johannes Evening dresses are now being made 
Glassware Described · 
At Art Club Friday 
from Eugene O'Neill's play, "Ah, Wil- may also have a decision debate with Townsend, will constitute the program Brahms; Sonatina, by Zdenko Fibich. of spun glass, 'according to Miss Gay 
derness," constituted the ente~·tain- Wheaton. to be given at the Math club meeting Anderson of Charleston, who spoke at 
ment part of the program given at the in room 26 at 7:15 o'clock Wednesday TV A Is Subject of the Art club meeting Friday evening. 
Players' meeting in the assembly room French Group Plans evening. This is only one of the many uses for 
Thursday evening. During the business Wilma Nuttall is laying plans for the Talk by R. 'W • Sharp glass, she said. 
session plans were discussed for join- For Reorganization annual ciphering contest sponsored by -- Miss Anderson told of the history 
ing a national dramatic fraternity, --- the Math club. The contest will be 
and an investigating committee was The time is 7:30 on Thursday eve-~ held ~~ril 3. Teams for the match 
appointed by Thomas Chamberlain, ning. The place is Miss Michael's are eligible from each of the college 
group president. home, 875 Seventh street. The event and high school classes. Miss Nuttall 
Josephine Thomas opened the pro- is the reorganization of the French also extends a challenge to the faculty 
gram with a resume of "Ah. Wilder- club. to enter a team. 
ness" and an explanation of the main The reason is the desire of a group --------
characters. Following this introduc- of students, interested in speaking and JUDGES AT BLOOMINGTON 
tion, two scenes were read impromptu hearing French spoken, to reorganize 
by various members of the Players. the French cub on the basis of an in-
The committee investigating na- terest in conversational and literary 
tional dramatic fraternities is to have French. 
a report prepared for the next meet-
ing. 
Committee Named for 
Anniversary Edition 
The added attraction is "La Dame de 
Broze et Le Monsieur de Cristal," a 
one-act play about a man and wife who 
go to an insane asylum to find peace. 
The admission (for which guests will 
receive refreshments) is cinq sous. 
For the past four weeks a com- Everyone who is really interested in 
mittee has been preparing copy for I mixing his French and a good time is 
a secial anniversary issue of the urged to attend. 
News on March 26. .Just 20 years --------
ago the first issue of the News was OPAL NORTON IS NAMED 
published, and it is planned to oom- PEMBERTON PRESIDENT 
memorate the long period of con-
tinuous publication. 
The committee working on the 
special are Bercaw O'Hair, chairman; 
Stanley Elam, Grace Kortum, Dor-
othy Bonham, Vincent Kelly, and the 
editors. Letters have been sent all 
former editors, business managers, 
and advisers, asking for contribu-
tions to the special edition. Press 
associations to which the News be-
longs have also been requested to 
send messages. 
Members of the Pemberton Hall 
house council for the Spring quarter 
were chosen recently and have now as-
sumed office. All were elected by pop-
ular vote of the girls residing in the 
dormitory. The retiring council was 
headed by Helen Haughton. 
The new group is: Opal Norton, 
president; Margaret Brandon, Maxine 
Harrod, Shirley Harrod, Josephine 
Moulton, Wilma Nuttall, Jeanette 
Rosene, and Rose Verbeau. • 
Last Wednesday Mr. Koch received 
by telephone an invitation to judge a 
musical contest held at the teacher's 
college at Bloomington Saturday. He 
made the trip Saturday morning and 
returned in the evening. 
. ..............•.•...•••........••.....•....••..•••. 
HARWOOD TOSSES DERBY 
INTO POLITICAL ARENA; 
' DERBIES I DISAPPEAR 
Hugh Harwood, Phi Sigma Ep-
silon president, recently made a 
rather unsuspected debut into 
Charleston politics. Friends wrote 
his name in on the ballot at the 
city election, making him com-
mitteeman of the first ward. Since 
that eventful date he has had hts 
car stolen from the family garage 
on Seventh street and two hats 
taken here at EI. 
Harwood isn't making any ac-
cusations, but he notes that all of 
these incidents have occurred 
since his political baptism. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
R. W. Sharp of the Industrial Arts 
department discussed the economic, 
social, and historical aspects of the 
'rennessee Valley Authority before 
members of the Industrial Arts club 
last Monday evening. His talk was 
constructed chiefly from personal 
contact, since he 'lived in the region 
of the TV A fo.r a number of years be-
fore coming to EI. 
Part of his talk was supplemented 
by government bulletins. He dis-
cussed the possibilities of the project 
and explained in detail two important 
benefits of the experiment: navigation 
on the Tennessee river and generation 
of utility power. Concerning navi-
gation on the Tennessee river, he 
stated that the newly constructed 
dams would create a shoreline of 
800 miles. 
' BROADCAST ' PLANNED 
BY SIGMA TAU DELTA 
A "broadcast" of a play by Virginia 
Snider will be one of the features of 
Sigma Tau Delta's guest night this 
Thursday. In addition to the play, 
work representative of what the club 
has been doing this year will be read. 
Each member of Sigma Tau Delta 
and the Writers' cub may invite two 
guests to the guest night, which is an 
annual affair. The meeting will be 
held in the reception room at 7:30 
O'ClQ<1k. 
and contents of glass, its history in 
America, and its use in imitation gems 
and stained glass windows. Some of 
the best ware made today, she said, 
is made by medieval methods. 
"There are as many kinds of glass 
as there are civili:tJations, nationali-
ties, and historical periods," sad Miss 
Anderson. 
Miss Anderson brough{, her own col-
lection of glassware to illustrate her 
talk. 
The Science club was the guest of 
the Art club at this meeting. 
Virginia Snider Is 
Recipient of Degree 
Virginia Snider, EI's young natural-
ist, received a third degree diploma 
from the Illinois State Museum and 
the Springfield Nature league at a 
meeting of the latter group in Spring-
field Friday night, March 8. The 
third degree is the highest offered and 
only two members of the Springfield 
club hold similar certificates. The 
three degrees carry university recogni-
tion. 
Francis G. Blair, recent Superintend-
ent of Public Instruction and former 
faculty member at EI, was honorary 
chairman for the program. 
To achieve a third degree certificate, 
one m.ust demonstrate knowledge in 
eleven distinct fields, which includes 
154 requirements altogether. 
Footlights Meeting 
Wednesday, 7:30 P. M. WIJi ilur au~ ~nl~ Nrtus Science Club Meeting Thursday, 7:15 P. M. 
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Miss Winnie Neely, Director, 
Pictures Patsy ·as Girl Revolt-
ing Against Domination. 
.---------~----------------------
F. L. Andrews Tells 
About News Writing 
"What type of a girl is this Patsy : "A newspaper writer should be a 
I've been hearing so much about, Miss self-starter and keep going by his own . 
Neely?"-and so our inquiring reporter energy," advised F . L. Andrews, News 
cornered one of the harrassed direc- and Warbler adviser, during his talk 
tors of the Senior class play for an at the News meeting on Wednesday. 
interview on that subject. He stated that articles should be 
"Patsy, played by Margaret Morris, fashioned after Lincoln's Gettysburg 
is the younger of two sisters and has address rather than · Washington's 
been rather completely overshadowed .farewell speech, as the latter contains-
by her elder sister up to the time of many superfluous and stilted phrases. 
the play," Miss Neely answered "Patsy Good writing is specific and concerns 
and her father (Bill Heinlein) are unusual occurrence$ and incidents of 
clever and witty, and at times a great most interest, as well as importance. 
source of annoyance to Mrs. Harring- Mr. Andrews suggested that each re-
ton (Harriet Moore) and Grace (Mar- porter should be assigned a "regular 
garet Servey). The latter are social beat" and should profit much by read-
climbers and utterly without a sense ing style books and journalistic texts. 
of humor." He expressed ·the wish of many TC 
"Now for the second question: "Who students when -he said that the high 
is the star?" school should possess a paper of its 
"I don't think there is a star as far own-independent of the college. 
as acting is concerned. The action 
and interest are fairly well distribut-
ed." 
"Then, of course, we all want to 
know-Is there a love story in the 
-----------
Poster Contest for 
Play Is Announced 
lllli!il!H@illii!I!@IIIIBIII!!ill!li!ili!i!i l!til!i!!lii !ill!i!ll!!lllili!!ll!l!l!IICJ!.ilillli!iiilili@lili!lll!!iii!l!l!i!l@!!llll!l!lli 
E~itnriall t!: 
"Grinds! Grinds! Grinds! Their 
praises are preached to us day after 
day by teachers who emphasize their 
excellent work. We ·are accused of a 
"supercilious lift of the eyebrows" 
when their commendations are hurled 
in our faces. And why not supercili-
ous looks? Is it only to attain a super 
mentality that students attend high 
school? No, there are other things 
also necessary for our future life. We 
must be taught to associate with our 
classmates and develop our person-
-alities, and learn to play as well as 
work. Why can't we hit a happy 
medium-learn to work hard and play 
hard?" 
-Nina. Tefft 
"Why don't these so-called "Grinds·• 
associate with those who excell in ath-
letics as well? These teachers' pets 
are inclined to be aloof from the aver-
-age student. Let there be more com-
panionship between those bright stars 
of the class room and the popular 
personalities that keep the gridiron 
and hardwood re-echoing with their 
exploits." 
-Lowell Adkins 
"A student should not have a differ-
'Whose ·Money' Will Be Presented at 
Meeting of Footlights Club .Wednesday 
Now What Happened 
To Photoplay Club? 
Lost, strayed, or stolen: The Photo-
play Club! Anyone possessing infor-
mation as to its whereabouts will 
please notify Miss Winifred Neely 
and Beatrice Widger. 
After waiting patiently for members 
of this new organization to appear 
Wednesday the faculty adviser ar.d 
the president of this new urganiza-
tion adjourned the meeting, having 
reached the conclusion that TO stu-
dents are just too busy to JO t o the 
movies. 
---------------
Third Year Latin 
Class Entertained 
• 
Moral Lesson, Exposing Evils of 
Poker and Counterfeiting, ls 
Theme of Plot. 
A deep moral lesson about the evils 
of poker and counterfeiting will be 
pointed out in the play "Whose 
Money," which will be presented at 
the meeting of the Footlights club on 
Wednesday evening. 
Max King, who takes the: part of 
Henry Dell, is Mary Widger's some-' 
what henpecked husband; and as the 
play opens he is seen trying to rob 
his own safe in order that he may 
pay back a gambling debt without her 
knowledge . . 
George Farrar, a burglar, Javes the 
situation by opening the sa~e for him, 
but unfortunately escapes with all the 
money. 
Other complications arise when Mrs. 
Dell discloses that the money was not 
real money anyway, leaving the hus-
band precisely where he was when 
the play opened. 
--------------
plot?" I 
"Oh, certainly. Patsy has for a long 
time been in love with her big sister's 
beau, Tony Anderson (John Oliver) 
who, up to the time the play begins, 
has regarded her as a mere child. 
When another young man, Billy Cald-
well <Bob King) takes Grace out c:>f 
the way, Tony and !Patricia form a 
Lonesome club which starts things. 
moving." 
A contest for the best poster act- ent attitude towards the student that 
vertising the senior class production, grinds. The general idea among peo-
"The Patsy" is being sponsored by the ple today is that each person only 
publicity committee under the leader- excells in one thing. Some may be 
ship of Gertrude Foltz. able to use their minds better, others 
The competition is open to all high their bodies .. One s~~u.ld never laugh 
school students, including .Ghe art ' at ~utstanding ab11ltles. ~he~~ is 
classes, but all posters must be com- never too much bf ~ ~o?d t .~ · 
Miss Ruth E. Carman entertained 
her third year Latin class with a 12:30 
luncheon at her home Saturday. The 
guests were Robert Hallowell, Rose-
mary McArthur, !alene Petty, Helen 
Mcintyre, Katheryn Dodds, Elizabeth 
Covalt, Ben Winter, Aline Claar, Paul-
ine Smith, Mary Hawkins, Misses 
J-ones, Tewel, and Steel, ·and the stu-




GAA Banquet Will 
Include Only Girls 
Bad News! It was decided at a 
meeting of the GAA last Wednesdt1Y 
that the anual banquet will include 
only the high school girls. A definite 
date has not been named, but it will 
be given before the Easter vacat.ion 
in April. 
What platinum haired Junior wants 
to be called "Flush"? 
pleted by March 31. -Vrrgrma Williams What basketball hero thinks the 
Freshman class is quite the Berries? 
"-and do you feel encouraged with 
the way the play is getting along?" 
Four tickets to the play are to be 
given as the first prize, three .for t~e 
second, and two for the third. 
Miss Neely twinkled as she replied: 
"In the words of Bottom, the weaver 
in Midsummer Night's Dream, they 
have 'rehearsed most obscenely and 
courageously'." 
All entries must contain c-=rtain in-
formation about "The Patsy·• which 
may be obtained from Gertrude Foltz 
or any member of the advertising com-
mittee. 
" 'The Patsy' was -produced on 
Broadway in 1926," she continued. "It 
is recommende<l by a committee ap-
pointed by the National Council of 
Teachers of English. This committee 
has made a list of plays suitable for 
high school production, and this one 
is included " 
-----------
It's Decided! ~arty 
For Seniors Bill eo 
At least_ there will be a Soph-Senior 
party. How, when, where, no one 
knows. We can only announce this 
to the waiting Seniors: It is to be a 
semi-formal. When you arrive it may 
be at anything from a penitentiary 
to a pent-house; we have many bril-
liant ideas; expect anything. 
We assure you there will be some 
sort of decorations. Ellen Huckle-
berry (chairman), Margaret Cham-
berlain, and Helen Cox will see to that. 
Refreshment committee is Margaret 
McNutt (chairman), Martha Ander-
son, and Helen Thomas. To find out 
approximately how much the Sophs' 
"big blow" will cost the following per-
sons have been appointed: John Mac-
Gregor (chairman), Betty King, Lois 
Shubert, and Lowell Adkins. Also on 
Lowell Adkins' shoulders rests the job 




TC's literati will discuss each other's 
contributions, and the life and works 
of Emily Dickinson at the Writer's 
club meeting to be held at the home 
of Ben Winter at 7:30. 
WEDNESDAY 
Footlights club postponed from last 
week is scheduled to meet at 7:30 in 
the east music room. A one-act play 
entitled "Whose Money?" will oo giv-
en. 
THURSDAY 
Science club will meet in room 6 
at 7:15 No definite arrangements for 
a program have been made as yet. 
Sherman Butler of Kankakee was 
the week-end guest of Gerald Me-
Comas 
--------
Like Play on Words? 
"Spring Song" by Meddlesome 
The snapping, crackling, splintr~ring 
sound wave 
The fall~g, dropping, bits of gi.a.~s. 
The bloody, piercing yell that Fran 
gave -
When Charley broke the rod-alaE i 
Yes, it must be spring !-and Crites 
has become such a he-man that he 
goes aro11nd breaking the physics lab 
equipment. 
The weather has become so warm 
that Fran Durgee developed '·fever-
blisters," but is now thankful to re-
port that they "flu" away. Could poor 
Ducky "boil" now! 
Max King and George Farrar didn't 
go to see the Globe Theater Players 
the other day because "Macbeth'' 
frLghtens them. They are going to 
wait and see Shakespeare's "Nothing 
Much Doing" and "Just As You Say." 
All week we've had that typical 
Florida climate, but then "Skipper" 
Sm1tll always 1s a little balmy. 
White shoes (late 1934 models> were 
given a "run" this week. 
Flash! Margaret Servey's many-
colored gloves have disappeare(i. Was 
it due to the rising temperar,ure or 
falling Margaret? 
Bobbie Sunderman proved she's a 
lady with a cold heart. In GAA base-
ball practice she shed a whole finger-
nail. Was it to -get rel'ief from the heat 




READ-Y -TO-WEAR, ETC. 
at 
The Vogue Shop 
FINAL CLEARANCE 
Shoe Repairing Neatly Done 
BRADING'S 
ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP 
417 Seventh St. Phone 173 
"Which is the best student, one who 
makes the high honor roll after long 
and diligent study, or the one who 
makes the high honor roll and in ad-
dition is an active member and lead-
er of several organizations Of course, 
the answer is plain, but if the student 
who makes the good grades does not 
care for the social life, that is his 
privilege. It is up to the individual 
to do what he thinks is best for him. 
In spite of this, the fact remains that 
none likes a 'Grind.' The remedy 
for this, then, seems to be to keep on 
doing the good work, but don't make 
it appear to others that you can't en-
joy fun. Both types of people should 




C'otys Powder - All shades and 
odors, 75c-Peoples Walgreen System 
Drug Store-North side square. 
How did Bob Thomas, the chernistry 
genius, ever get it into his head phos-
phorus makes lightning bug·s light? 
How did Mr. Alter feel: 
1. When Ev.~ra.l Black said the only 
reason we can't use wheat for money 
HOLMES BARBER 
SHOP 
FIVE CHAIRS-NO WAITING 
is that the mice would get it? 
Southwest Corner 
Square 
2. When 3lm Clark said the most ~ 
noticeable thing about the populati.cn 
of Hawa'ii is the large per Ct~nt of 
tourists? 1 ~-·-M_ .. __ .. ______________________ __ 
THERE IS THE RIGHT WAY AND THE WRONG WAY TO AJLL 
TIDNGS-That is why, when you bring your watch to this store, we do 
the work RIGHT-before it leaves our shop-and use genuine factory 
material as it should be. It costs you less to have your watch work 
done by us because capable workmen handle it and know watches. Let 
us do your watch work right. 
C. W. HUCKLEBERRY & SON 
THE WEST SIDE JEWELER 
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Phones: Office, 126; Residence, 715 DR. W. B. TYM 1 Office Phone 43 Res. Phone 1148 
1 DR. W. E. SUNDERMAN 
f DENTIST DENTIST J. A. OLIVER, M. D. Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat 
Charleston National Bank Bldg. I Hours: 8 to 12-1 to 5 
Charleston National Bank Bldg. I People's Drug Store Bldg. 
Charleston, Til. Phones: Office, 476; Residence, 762 l Charleston, Ill. 
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DR. DEAN A. AMBROSE f DR. CLINTON D. SWICKARD 
OPTOMETRIC EYE SPECIALIST i DR. WILLIAM M. SWICKARD 
Alexander Bldg. i Office Hours: 9:00 to 12:00 A. M. and 
DR. 0. E. HITE 
DENTIST 
1st National Bank Bldg. North Side Square i 2:00 to 6:00 and 7:00 to 9:00 P. M. 
Office Hours: 8-12-1-5 I Phone 340 •1 604lh Sixth St. Phones: Office, 350; Res. 629 Frames Repaired--~Lenses Duplicated Phones: Office, 30: Res. C. D. S. 770: 
. l Res. W. M. S., 132 
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I DR. J. R. ALEXANDER DR. C. E. DUNCAN : DR. N. C IKNAYAN 
516lh Sixth St. OCULIST fomce Hours 8 to i2 :15 & 11:30 to 6:15 
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON Corner 8th and Jackson I Saturday and Monday Nights 
1 
Office Hours 9 a. m. to 9 p. m. Office and Residence Phones: Office, 69; Res. 380 
: Phones: Office 218; Res. 160 Phon~ 12 501 Jackson St. 
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DR. H. A. SHAFFER 
Corner 6th and Van Buren 
Physician and Surgeon 
Office Hours: 9 a. m. to 9 p. m. 
Phone 440 
G. B. DUDLEY, M. D. 
511lh Jackson Street 
Phone: Office and Res. 242 
LESLIE T. KENT, M. D. 
Linder Bldg. 
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DR. B. C. TREXLER 
DENTIST 
!Linder Bldg. 
Phones: Office, 387; Res. 1037 
DR. CHARLES E. GREER 
721 Jackson Street 
Phone 77 
1 Office Phone 173 Res. Phone 972 
FRANCIS W. CHITTICK, 0. D. 
Est. 1903 
Lenses Ground While You Wait 
114 S. Main St. Paris, Illinois 
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Players to Stage Annual Formal Fridag Evening 
Byron Dunbar and Orchestra Will Play I 
Return Engagement; Chairmen Named Social News in Hues 
Miss Emma Reinhardt 
.---------------------------------
spent the 
week-end in Chicago. 
Lucile and Josephine Thomas Are. Three League Uni"ts D 1 · t Co-chairmen; Alumni Players ona d Cavins was a Chicago viSi or 
H ld S · l H Saturday. Are Sent Invitations. 0 OCla OUrS Walton Morris visited friends in 
Byron Dunbar's orchestra returns to 
the campus Friday evening to play 
for the Players' Annual Formal, to be 
held in t he gymnasium from nine 
until one o'clock. Dunbar's band 
played the Pemberton Hal-Phi Sigma 
Epsilon dance early in February. 
Lucile Thomas, general chairman of 
the affair, anno~ces several special 
features for the evening, including a 
tango by Frances Morrison and James 
Hobbs, and a tap dance by Don Jones 
Committee assistants to the general 
chairman are: Josephine Thomas, co-
chairman; Walton Morris, orchestra; 
George Hem·y, decorations; Jerry 
Craven, advertising; and Violet Cos-
tello, invitations. 
Invited chaperons are: Mr. and Mrs 
Quincy Guy Burris, Mr. and Mrs. Jay 
B. MacGregor, Miss Louise Cameron, 
and Robert Shiley. 
Invitations to the dance have been 
sent out to alumni who were mem-
bers of the Players. 
Although decoration plans are not 
complete, it has been decided to use 
the drop ceiling and curtains along 
the walls. The orchestra will be placed 
on the south side of the floor. 
Dunbar came to Charleston in Feb-
ruary from the Chermont ballroom in 
Omaha. Since then he has been on 
an eastern tour. 
Harold Cottingham 
Is Host to Bridge 
Harold Cottingham enterta~ned sev-
eral friends informally at hii> home, 
420 Harrison street, Saturday n 'ight 
Cards were played during the early 
part of the evening, after whicb. pop 
corn was popped. Invited guest.s ill-
eluded: Mary E. Young of Donnelson. 
Rose Marie Megaw, Frances Browr., 
Florence Cottingham, Lois Cbtting-
ham, Leallyn Clapp, William Bails, 
James Iknayan and Roy Wilson. 
Idle Items Record 
Campus Happenings 
Russell Baggott has accepted a po-
sition in a confectionery at Urba.na 
He was orte of the proprietors of the 
P'ing Pong club ... C. H . Coleman re-
ceived one vote for alderman iu the 
recent Charleston election when some-
one wrote his name in on the ball0t 
A diminutive history instructor is 
suspected . . . Annette Blomquist loct 
a tooth when a pair of roll~r skates 
"unhorsed" her last week . . 
-- I Watseka Saturday. The Shawn's club met at Harlans', 
1 
. 
1406 seventh st t T d . . B.ossom Shields spent the week-end ree , ues ay evenmg . L . t 
for a six-thirty o'clock combination m ovmg on. 
supper. Twenty people enjoyed the Drusella Smith and Eleanor Roberts 
informal hour after dinner, devoted to were in Tuscola over the week-end: 
music and card games. Norma Jones was at home in 'rower 
The next meeting will be held in the Hill this week-end. 
form of a theatre party. 1 Lorraine Wax was a week-end visitor 
-- 1 in Indianola. 
U ·t 8 h ld ·ts M h t· t th Martha Elder visited in Gays over m e 1 arc mee mg a e th k d 
h f L . d Fl C . t· h e wee -en . orne o ms an orence ot mg am, Cl st· lt •33 · Wednesday evening. Bridge was the .. emma: lrewa . • was a c_ampus 
main diversion. Refreshments were ~lSltor ~nday mornmg. Mr. Stirewalt 
served by Pauline Sours head of the 1s t~achmg a rural school near Toled~. 
refreshment committee. ' GJ1m Robertson spent Wednesday m 
reenup. 
Jack Kincaid has returned from 
Unit 10 held_ a St. Patrick's pg,r~y 
1 
Florida where he has been visiting for 
Thur~day ev~nmg.. Rosemary Bevis, his health ... . George Adams has re-
Beatnce Flon, Lucille Mahoney, Alma : turned from his home near Paris where 
Rodebaugh, and Doris_ Ross v.:ere ho~t-1 he has been confined with a ~ee in-
esses. ~ef~eshments m keepmg Wlth 1 jury .... Kathleen Forcum spent last 
St. Patnck s day were served at the week-end in Oblong . ... Robert Johns, 
close of the evening. Carl Cooper, Fred and Don Jones, 
Mrs. R. G. Buzzard 
Is Hostess to Tea 
Jimmy Tedrick, and Frederick Miller 
were in Casey Wednesday evening ... 
Jack Pepple former EI Panther, visited 
school Thursday. Jack is working on 
-- a pipe line at Bridgeport . . . Lonnie 
Mrs. R. G. Buzzard was hostess to an Parr '33, of Lakewood, attended the 
informal tea between the hours of St. Patricks dance Friday evening ... 
three and five Thursday afternoon. Lucile Thomas has been ill with a se-
The tea was given in honor of the vere case of tonsilitis: .... Eura Hut-
mothers of the faculty members. Mrs., ton '34, of Terre Haute. was the week-
Donald A. Rothschild and Mrs. S. E. end guest of Glenna S1mpson ..... 
Thomas poured. Katherine Shores visited friends 1n 
The following daughters and mothers Mattoon this week-end .... Dr. Char-
were present: Miss Ruth Hostetler, Mrs. les B. Judah of Las Vegas, New Mexico, 
Hostetler, Miss Emma Reinhardt, Mr.s. visited the Q. J. Burris's thi sweek. 
Rainhardt, Mrs. S. E. Thompa-5, Mrs. 
Ritchie, Mrs. Donald A. Rothschild, 
Mrs. Peterson, Mrs. C. H . Coleman, 
Mrs. Miller, Mrs. Nelle Cooke, Mrs. 
Faculty Members Are 
Hostesses to Dinner 
Fields, Miss Ruth Carman, Mrs. Car-~ . . -- . 
man, Mrs. Fiske Allen, Mrs. Moore, Mls~ Edith Ragan and M1ss _Lena 
Mrs. Vastine, Mrs. Thomas, Mrs. Ha:;.·. B .. Ellmgton_ were hostesses at dmn~r 
old Cavins and Mrs. E. C. Cavins. Fn?ay evenmg ~t Mrs. Harry Balls 
' · residence, 878 Sixth street. Follow-! 
ing the dinner, bridge was enjoyed at 
Miss Ragan's home, 1002 Tenth street. Polygon Unit Attends 
W AA Review Enmasse 
Polygons had reserved seats at the 
W AA Sports Review and basketball 
game Wednesday evening. Following 
this special feature of their March 
meeting, a business session was held in 
the music room. St. Patrick's songs 
and limericks, plus refreshments, con-
cluded the program. 
Their guests included: Dr. and Mrs. 
H. A. Shaffer, Mr. and Mrs. Freder-
'i.ck M. Miller, Mr. and Mrs. J . Y . 
Kelly, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur B. Wyeth, 
Dr. and Mrs. C. E. Duncan, Mrs. 
Franklyn L. Andrews, Miss Ruth Car-
man and Harry Neal. 
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Douglas of Mat-
toon were out-of-town guests. 
IS HOSTESS TO DINNER 
Jacksons Entertain Mrs. C. P. Lantz was hostess to a 
On Saturday Night 1 number of f1:iends at an infor'?al 
Faculty Members, Wives Entertain with 
Dinner at Hotel US Grant Wednesday 
----------------------------· ----
New Girls at Pem 
Hall Entertained 
The newly-elected council of Pember-
ton Hall entertained in honor of the 
six new girls now staying at the 
dormitory at a pajama party Thursday 
night. 
The evening was spent in dancing 
and stunts. A contest for the purpose 
of guessing advertising slogans from 
popular magazines was won by Mrs. 
Winifred Nolan. 
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Beu and Mr. 
and Mrs. H. F. Heller Are Hosts 
to Event at Mattoon. 
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Beu and Mr. and 
Mrs. H. F. Heller entertained a gToup 
of Teachers College friends :1t seven 
o'clock dinner Wednesday evening in 
the private dining room of Hotel U. 
S. Grant in Mattoon. The tables were 
attractive with spring flowers. Fol-
lowing dinner, bridge and dancing 
The prize for best stunt went to the were enjoyed. 
girls who work in the dining room. The 'invi·ted ts 
Their act consisted of a "take off" on gues were: Dr· and 
· f f tabl Mrs. R. G. Buzzard, Dr. and Mrs. w. vanous arms o e manners. 
E. Sunderman, Mr. and Mrs. Donald 
As a conclusion for the party, hot Alter, Mr. and Mrs. Franklyn L. An-
c~lOcolate, favorite drink of the Hall drews, Mr. and Mrs. Harold M. Cavins, 
girls, was served. I Mr. and Mrs. Ralph W. Cordier, Mr. 
and Mrs. Wesley C. Eastman, Mr. and St. Patrick's Dance Mrs. Raymond ?regg, Mr. and Mrs. 
H 1 . . Russell H. Landis, Mr. and Mrs. Jay e d on Friday Night B. MacGregor, Mr. and Mrs. Harry L. 
---- Metter, Mr. and Mrs. Harris E. Phipps, 
About 130 couples attended st. Pnt- Mr. and Mrs. James Glenn l~oss, Mr. 
rick's Day dance sponsored by the In- and · Mrs. Donald A. Rothschild, lVIr. 
dustrial Arts and the Home Economics and Mrs. Ralph W. Sharp, Mr. and 
clubs and held in the gymnasium Fri- Mrs. Paul W. Sloan, Mr. and rvrrs. Hir-
day night. Many of the guests were am F. Thut, Mr. and Mrs. Prank. L. 
former members of the two clubs. Verwiebe, Mr. and Mrs. Richard W. 
Dancing hours were from 9 to 12. Weckel, and Miss Nathile McKay. 
The Novelty Six orchestra from Ef-
fingham supplied music for the feature 
dance. The gymnasium was decorated 
in the spirit of St. Patrick's Day, the 
green emblem being carried out in all 
decorations. Refreshments were serv-
ed in the balcony during intermissions. 
Chaperons were Mr. and Mrs. Quincy 
Guy Burris, Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Beu, 
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Landis, Robert 
Shiley and Miss Ruth Cameron. 
Preserve your memories of old 
E. I. with snap-shots. There are 
numerous ways to re-print your 





"Top knot curls!" 
Ever since this smart magazine 
endorsed this style of hair dress, 
every school girl, home girl and 
debutante will want a permanent 
especially designed for these new 
coiffures. These Permanents are-
$2.50-$4.00-$5.00 
Modern Beauty Shop 
PHONE 1501 
THE SHOP OF 
YOUTH, FASHION AND 
I MODERN PRICES ·------------~~------------· 
CALL 404 
-.,, .. 
Have your Spring clothes Cleaned, Dyed and Pressed now. 
Altering, Relining and Repairing. I do the Best Grade of Cleaning 
in Central Illinois. 
CHARLESTON CLEANERS & DYERS 
610 Sixth St. R. w. Westenbarger 
__ 16:15 o'clock dmner on Sunday evenmg. 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry R. Jackson en- ·--------------------------------• 
BRIDGE CLUB MEETS 
WITH LOUISE McNUTT 
Louise McNutt entertained her 
bridge club Thursday evening at her 
home, 1402 Sixth Street. A desert 
course was served to the following 
members: Kathleen Forcum, Pauline 
Story, Martha Childress, Adele Kamp-
man, and guests, Katherine Smith, Eve-
lyn Keith, and Dorothy Lewman. 
XOVEL ROLL CALL WILL 
FEATURE COUNTRY Lll,E 
The Country Life club will meet on 
Wednesday evening in the East Music 
room. Roll call will be answered by 
names of farm, home, or educational 
magazines and the type of material 
each contains. Singing the club songs 
and square dancing will be the re-
creation of the evening. 
MEAL PLANNING CLASS 
TRIES 'TEST' PROJECT 
The meal planning and serving class 
conducted the first part of a social 
project last week. Miss Clara Atte-
bery was special guest of the class 
Wednesday and Friday, at a family 
luncheon. The meal was prepared and 
served in the Home Ec. department. 
tertained several faculty friends at a 
dinner-bridge party on Saturday eve-
ning. 
Guest were as follows: Mr. and Mrs. 
Harris E. Phipps, Mr. and Mrs. R. W. 
Sharp, Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Landis, Mr. 
and Mrs. Harold M. Cavins, and Mr. 
and Mrs. Hiram F. Thut. I 
Free-With a purchase of a 50c size I 
Woodbury's cream or powder you re-
ceive a bar of Woodbury soap-Peo-
ples Walgreen System Drug Store. 
North side square. 
~--------. 1 








KIND TO 'YOUR CWTHES 
Sunshine Laundry 
PHONE 39'7 
JIM TAM I 
1~----· 
We always have a complete line 










I I 1020 Lincoln st. 
Lawyer's Grocery 
Phone 14'78 
For Something Good in Eats 




Coles County's Largest Dep't. Store 
WELCOMES YOU! 
You '11 be surprised at the large stocks and the quality ~e 
have. Every item of high grade and guaranteed to be satis-









OUR BEAUTY SHOP will be pleased to render service 
at all times. Expert operator. 
ALEXANDER'S 
"OVER 1,500,000 FORD V-8's NOW IN USE" 
McARTHUR M,OTOR SALES 
• 
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS PHONE 666 
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"Tell the t~uth and don't be afraid" Ralph W. Cordier of the History AMp US I 
Published each Tuesday of the school year by the stu- dep~rtment was the principal speaker L Q S E - U P S ~ •t 
Readers Revue 
By Evelyn Ha.llowell 
dents of the Eastern Illinois State Teachers College at at the Charleston Retail Merchants I 8 h Edi ,_ 
Charleston dinner on last Tuesday evening. Mr. - 11 t e tor 
Cordier was one of the speakers on a +·-· "1 11 • .. • 11 • • • --~-~--~-~-+ 
Somerset Maugham's play Rain 
seems to be ever popular. Tallulah 
Bankhead is now playing Sadie 
Thompson in the Broadway revival. 
The part was first made famous by 
Jeanne Eagels on the stage. Later 
Gloria Swanson played Sadie Thomp-
son in the silent screen version of 
that name. A couple of years ago, the 
play was made into a talkie with Joan 
Crawford playing the role. 
Entered as second class matter November 8, 1915, at the 
Post Office at Charleston, Dlinois, under the Act of March 
3, 1879. 
program dedicated to Charleston's FULL LENGTH PORTRAIT-
~:lliilli~<> Printed by the Courier Publishing Company 
new CCC c~mp. He spoke of th~ Miami We may have been wrong, for witness this, which was 
Valley (O~uo) flood control J?rOJect ~nd. dropped in th.e News box following last week's issue: "So 
the Mu~kmgum _Valley (Ohlo) proJect. you, like the other disgustingly optimis-
Alexander Summers '36 ........................................................ Editor 
Roy Wilson '36 .......................................... .. ...... Assistant Editor 
Leallyn Clapp '35-Phone 224 ........................ Business Manager 
Harold Cottingham-Phone 1146 .................. Publicity Director 
Evalyn Schooley ................................... ................... Society Editor 
Margaret Servey .......................................... High School Editor 
Franklyn L. Andrews .......................................................... Adviser 
Member of ~ssociat~d (£ollt.giat~ ~.-~ss Member of 
c. s. P. A. OF ~~~~ THf I 0 p A 
Spea~mg partlCula:rly regarding the I tic editors of school papers. believe that 
dep~es:'10n Mr .. Cord1er gave extensive college students are really more serious-
sta~lStlCs sho~mg the la_rg~ percentage minded and will remain that way. You 
of mcome gomg to a llm1ted number are gullible--and adolescent, like the oth-
?f people and of the large volume of ers. The "rah-rah boys" are still very 
mdustry controlled by a few of the much existent. They merely are not so 
greater corporations of America. He promiscuous. In place of the 'raccoon' 
emphasized, however, that these cor- coats, they . have temporarily appropri-
porations in the main are composed of ated the 'sheepskin.' But let things im-
a large number of stockholders, which . prove financially and the United States 
makes for a wide distribution of in- will see the most extravagant, shiftless 'Joe College' 
It seems that the American Spectator 
is no more. It was edited by George 
Jean Nathan, Ernest Boyd, Sherwood 
Anderson, James Branch Cabell, and 
Eugene O'Neill. It was the intention 
of these writers to entertain them-
selves and to create a new type of 
literary-critical paper. In the begin-
ning, they stated that when they grew 
tired of the new game, they would 
quit, and they have. Although sub-
scriptions are coming in at the rate 
o·f 175 per day, they are tired and the 
March, 1935 (volume III, No. 29) issue 
marks the end of the American 
Spectator. 
-= 1934 NATIONAL .., •••Efo•··'" COVCRAG[ 1935 ;a- , • , , ~ come. horde of "rah-rah boys" in history. That class of folk 
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Need for New Science Building Is 
Much-slighted Topic 
Because the sad condition of EI 's gymnasiur.1 
is better known tQI the public and because there has 
been a need for that structure over a longer period, 
the fact that a new science building is just as bacl!.y 
needed has been slighted. Science as an important 
part of the school's curriculum began to assume it;:; 
place within the past few years. Teachers with 
training in science are given preference today, be-
cause that subject is taugh,t universally. Science, 
too, has become important in helping one live more 
healthfully and wisely. 
Housing conditions, Mr. Cordier doesn't die; it just goes into retirement until conditions 
said, are inadequate for the high stand- are more favorable. The reason serious-minded students 
ard of living which this country has seem to be the rule in colleges at present is that the 'rah-
come to expect. He indicated that the rah boys' are acting or not in school. But when they un-
&()!lution of our present problem de- mask or return to school the reaction to serious-minded-
pends on an increased consumpton ness will be stunning-and embarrassing to you optimists." 
and better housing conditions. The 
most hopeful sign, he stated, is the CONTRASTING TONES-
growing belief that all citizens are en-
titled to a reasonable living income and 
that the welfare of the nation depends 
upon the buying power of the mass. 
He asserted that educational facil-
ities must pay greater attention to the 
economic consciousness and under-
standing of youth. 
So while EI has been clamoring for a gymnasium 
-which is needed beyond all question-the science 
department has found it increasingly difficult to 
accommodate ever-enlarging classes and to store 
the excellent equipment at hand. Unheralded, sci-
ence has moved into the front ranks of education 
and with each forward step present housing condi-
tions at EI have become more and moT·e obsolete . 
Any student now taking a scienctp course or anyone 
who has been conducted through the cramped quar-
ters housing that department, will admit that EI 
must have not only a new gymnasium, but also a 
science building. 
The Soap Box 
Students and faculty members 
are invited to clamber upon the 
soap box a.ndJ give vent to their 
opiniOIDS on a.n.yihing printed in 
the News, problems around school. 
or national topics which may ha.ve 
a. bea.ring on colleges. Please limit 
letters to 150 words. All communi-
cations must bear the signature of 
the writer. The News assumes no 
responsibility for opinions expressed 
in this colwnn. 
Your Editor Is Framed! 
Inspection of the present quarters reveals them 
to be hazardous to health, lacking in space, and 
lacking in building equipment. Every inch of space 
has now been utilized and further expansion will 
have to be from withorut, not within. Offices in that 
To the Editor: 
department consist of walled-off room corners, and 
atop one of these cramped little offices is a work-
shop! .And that is only one or£ the many handicaps 
to adequate teaching of science at EI. Full par-
ticulars will be published in l:!- later issue of the 
News. 
Are You Saving News Copies? 
Are you keeping each copy of the Teachers Col-
lege News~ If not you are neglecting your o·wn 
college career. A college newspaper reco~structs 
schoo1l history, detailed and personally, in a fashion 
which no other campus publication attains. The 
year book, of course, presents a concise summary 
and preserves high lights through picture and 
write-up. But it is your school paper which reflects 
every phase of college life. 
Too, the schooi paper is the one publication 
which attempts an analysis of happenings and con-
ditions during each successive year. Editorials, 
when viewed in retrospect, best represent a school's 
temperament, ideals, and activity; they are the 
voice of the year stilled in print, as it were, but 
making our college life articulate. Only the week-
by-week write,-ups o·f club and school activities re-
port the real industry of ~ny school ; and only a 
school paper is capable of lending that service. 
Hail Columbia! 
If you are saving copies orf the News-as urged 
above-you may be scanning through the copies 
divers years from now and run across the headline 
-"News Wins Medalist Honors ·in Columbia Press 
Contest.'' For that its the story told in this week's 
issue. J1.,or the fifth consecutive year the News has 
challenged the 'cream of the published lot' and has 
come through with sweet victory. This year honors 
won were the highest possible award-medalist 
recogmt10n. We only hope the student body-our 
most revered judge-agrees with the journalistic 
~xperts from Columbia University. 
Peace Demonstration Planned 
Quite a lot of fuss is being kicked up in the 
sophisticated college circles of the far East and far 
\Vest over the proposed student strike against war 
and fascism at 11 a. m. on April 12. A counter move-
ment, comprising the Hearstian followers, set in on 
the \Vest coast and a sizable conflict ensued between 
the two factions. The pacifist campaig'n is against 
the U. S. Supreme Court ruling which upheld com-
pul ory military drill, Hearst's campaign against 
liberal and radical students and professors, and the 
numerous student loyalty bills which have been in-
troduced into the various state legislatures. 
If your oo1lumn is a fair indication-
and I did not know you better-! would 
say that you are a woman-hater. Out 
of twenty issues this year, "Full Length 
Portraits" has been dedicated to exact-
ly three women. Now is that fair? 
And by the way, what has happened to 
"Our Family Album?" 
-Just Wondering. 
So You Want Etiquette! 
To the Soap Box: 
The crusading spirit is with us. The 
other day, we read a letter in the 
"Soap Box" which advocated teaching 
students a little of Emily P.ost. That 
seems like an excellent idea, so gather 
around closely and listen to what Aunt 
Emily's going to say. 
The first item which we shall dis-
cuss is class cutting. Of course, you 
must know that cutting classes is not 
nice. Just place yourself in the in-
structor's shoes, Suppose you were to 
come to class some morning with a 
brand new lecture on English Liter-
ature which you had heard over the 
radio the night before. Suppose you 
were to find no one in your class at 
all. You would feel pretty bad, we'll 
bet. It would be like having a party, 
and not having anyone come. So be 
sure that everyone else doesn't cut 
the same day that you do. 
Then there is this business of walk-
ing out of classes. We will admit, of 
course, that sometimes a class can be 
boring. But to just get up and walk 
out is not at all polite. The ' accepted 
method of leaving class is to develop 
a sudden and violent fit of ooughing. 
This is enough to touch the heart of 
any instructor, and does not make him 
feel that he is the cause of it all. The 
effect is greater if the walker-outer 
lingers in the room even after the spell 
has started. This makes the instruc-
(Continued on Page 7) 
Wisdom and Words 
"Woman is a necessary evil, a na-
tural temptation, a desirable calamity, 
a domestic peril, a deadly fascination, 
and a painted ill."-St. Chrysostom. 
"Never strike a woman, even with a 
flower."-Old Hindoo proverb. 
Three winsome words you should 
meet: palliate-mitigate, extenuate; 
panacea-cure-all; sedentary-station-
ary. 
So you see, some contributor almost upset the "ed-
itor's easy chair." But we are going to sit down and 
say a few words anyway. And you 
have combat between an extreme 
pessimist and an extreme optimist. 
It would be better to follow a middle 
lane and say-to be perfectly truth-
ful-that there will always be rep-
resentatives of each. That is obvi-
ous, since it deals with human na-
ture, which is characterized by ex-
The Student tremes. But we were and are con-
tending that the body of students 
who really count as far as education is · concerned 
have come into their own since the balmy days be~ 
came palmy. Before that time many of our students 
had been lured to follow the practices of less serious-
mined people who should never have gone to college 
anyway. But the whole argument is as futile as life. 
The many will fail and the few will succeed, no matter 
what the balance between serious and "rah-rah" stu-
dents. We apologize for mentioning the topic at all. 
TINTS IN SNAPSHOT-
The state of Illinois apparently appreciates EI. The 
1935 license plates are blue and grey. Maybe our students 
should be wearing numbers, too ... You may, we promise, 
look forward to a readable and eye-pleasing Warbler ... 
Practice for Coach C. P. Lantz's 1935 baseball team may 
be hampered because of the rough diamonds here. They 
were cared for later than they should have been and con-
sequently they are apt to be in poor condition for some 
time . . . Speaking of baseball, it is our earnest hope that 
students will attend the home games in greater numbers 
than last season. Even those excellent games with Nor-
mal, Millikin, Wesleyan and Illinois College barely filled 
the lower rows of the two small beachers. For a sport 
dubbed the "Grand Old Game" it is certainly neglected 
at EI. 
EXPOSURES-
we would have to flounder helplessly in superla-
tives to describe our approval of future plans for the 
campus leaders' banquet. It is to be improved, as you 
will learn elsewhere in this issue, in several ways. A name 
fitting its purpose and the motif of the school will be 
given it. It is planned to conduct the selection of 
guests in such a manner that no yowls over the 
choices will be forthcoming. Any one of those stu-
dents who had the privilege of attending the first an-
nual banquet will tell you that the affair had the 
proper tone, that it deserves a place in the college, 
and that it should not be discontinued. Deans Heller 
and McKay are responsible for the idea; the Student 
Council gets credit for carrying it to a successful con-
clusion. 
SNAPSHOTS-
Angna Enters, dance-mime who appeared here last fall 
as a number on the Entertainment Course, is the subject 
for a very readable article in the March issue of "Esquire" 
-the magazine with a flair for mischievous cartoons and 
flashy articles. The author pays high tribute to Miss 
Enters and bemoans the fact that she is not given just 
recognition. He was especially enthusiastic over the 
"Marching Number," which Miss Enters also featured 
here. He mentioned two or three features on her program 
that were not given at EI. 
+·----·--··-··-·--··-··-.. ·-···-"-··--·-··--·--·-··-··-··-·+ 
However, in the last issue, certain 
awards were made. The best novel of 
the year was The Forty Days of Musa. 
Daugh by Franz Werfel ; the best bio-
graphy, R. E. Lee by Douglas Southall 
Freeman; the best autobiography, Ex-
periments in Autobiography by H. G. 
Wells; the best history, A Biography 
of the Greek People by Cecil Fair-
field Lavell; the best play, Within the 
Gates by Sean O'Casey ; the best trans-
lation, The Essay's of Michel de Mon-
taigne by Jacob Zeitlan ; the best criti-
cism,Artists in Unif10rm by M ax East-
man; the best short story, One Night 
at Coney Island by Robert M. Coates 
in the American Mercury; the best car-
toon, Allema.gne 1934 by George Ray in 
Gringoire (Paris) ; and the best re-
porting, John L . Spivak's articles on 
Nazi and anti-Semitic activities in the 
United States, in the New Masses. 
Although the American Spectator has 
passed, there is still something new. 
About three weeks ago, the Chicago 
Daily News began a new magazine 
section called This Week. It is made 
up of around fifteen to twenty pages. 
As a serial novel, Sinclair Lewis' Seven 
Million Dollars is being featured. 
Other well known writers are Konrad 
Bercovici, Lord Dunsany, Virginia 
Dale, E . Phillips Oppenheim, William 
Polk, and Channing Pollock. 
T. S. Eliot is at work on Thomas of 
Canterbury which will be produced by 
the Chapter House of Canterbury in 
June, 1935. • 
Point Valaine is the new Noel 
coward play in which Lynn Fontaine 
and Alfred Lunt make their appearance 
after a London year of Robert Sher-
wood's Reunion in Vienna. Like De-
sign for Living, not only the two lead-
ing players but also the playwright 
are vigorous actors. The play takes 
place at a second-rate hotel on the 
shores of a tr·opical sea. Lynn Fontaine 
plays the part of Linda Valaine, the 
red-haired, spectacled proprietress · of 
the hotel with Alfred Lunt as her 
half-mad, jealous head-waiter, who 
has been her paramour for years. 
Point Valaine has been called an 
empty and obvious play. 
I-··-··-··-··-··-.. ----··-··-··-··-·'{' The Elephant's Child f +·-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-+ 
Can you think of a better question 
than this one? 
Basil Osborn '36-Yes! Why is the 
Elephant's Child? 
Okey Honefinger '36-Yes! What if 
David Noyes would apply himself? 
(Vater Under the Bridge Winifred Gillum '36-Sure! Do you follow the example set by the faculty in not attending chapel on Thursday 
afternoon? +·----·--··-··-··-,·-··-··-· ..·-··-··-··--·--·-··--·-aa-•+ 
TEN YEARS AGO 
Week of · ~rch 23-29 
The Varsity completed a very successful basketball 
season by winning ten of their thirteen games. 
The nigh school changed colors from purple and gold 
to blue and gold. 
A new field house on Schahrer Field was completed 
and put into use. 
ONE YEAR AGO 
Week of March 20-27 
Miss Pierce and her dancers entertained the student 
body Friday. 
The Math club won the annual intramural tournament 
championship by defeating the Little Egyptians. 
The Men's Glee club of Illinois State Normal presented 
a program of vocal music at the college. 
Dean Foltz '36-How many students 
in school this quarter? 
Clarence Carlson '37-Why is Rich-
land County famous? 
Raymond Abernathy '36-Why take 
Social Psychology? 
Ardys Crowder '37 - Why teach 
Geography when you're interested in 
math? 
George Buck '38 - What is this all 
about? 
Herschel Cole '38 - Will you ask me 
another? 
Maxine Harrod '37 - Is little Jack 
Horner any relation to Henry Horner? 
Robert Gumm '38- Why does "El-
mer" kick so hard when he is supposed 
to be asleep ? 
Give Science Youth at EI TEACHERS COlLEGE NEWS' -Give Youtli Science at EI 
NEW SCIENCE BUILDING SPECIAL 
Science Department Tour Bares HamstrUng Facilities 
Lack of Storage 
Space, Lighting 
Defects Exposed' 
Q.--Does EI Need Science Building? A.-- Yes! Need for Green 
Hous.e Related QUESTION-Does the college need a new 
science building? Why? 
QUESTION-What should the ideal sci- /Jy E. L. Stover . ence plant include? . . . .. 
Faulty Plumbing in Chemistry 
Division Inundates Library at 
Frequent Intervals. 
By Roy Wilson 
President R. G. Buzzard, as another 
plank in his platform for publiclzlng 
EI's hamstrung facilities for the phy-
sical and biological sciences, r.ook the 
News staff on a totir of the science 
departments last Thursday afternoon 
following chapel exercises. The trip 
was prefaced with a brief account of 
views toward sc'ience in 1899, ancl tbe 
importance of science in the m odetn 
world. 
ANSWER-Yes, a science building is need-
ed, because: present housing facilities for our 
excellent equipment are deplorably inade-
quate; space in the main buiLding needed for 
·other classrooms is occupied by a department 
deserving a separate and adequate quilding; 
students taking science at the present time are 
deprived of advantages the excellent staff and 
equipment have to offer. 
ANSWER-Essentially it must have ade-
quate facilities for providing gas, water, air 
pressure, etc .. , provisions for waste deposits, 
including fumes; ideal and healthful lighting; 
ample room for "t;he increasing number of stu-
dents interested in science; ample room for 
storage and use of equipment in experiments; 
fireproof building equipped with fire escapes; 
and proper and healthful ventilation-none of 
which the present quartering offers. 
Physical Equipment in Labor~ 
atories Is of Best, But Lack 
Space for Its Use. 
By Virginia Cottet Snider 
In its . crusade to publicize ttle need 
of a new science building and gym-
• nasi urn, the News is now engaged in 
exploring the heights and depths of 
the science department. Mr. Stover 
was interviewed briefly on the sub-
ject of the botany department. In his 
opinion, a teachers' college should be 
as well equipped and as highly spec-
QUESTION-What type of science build-
QUESTION- Is Science an important ing does EI want? 
course in a college curricu,lum? ANSWER-EI is asking only f·or a science 
ANSWER - Abso~lutely. With the in- building which · will offer the same facilities 
creased need of scientific knowledge for better as found in othe·r colleges. We ·don't want the-
and more healthful living, it is indispensable; best; just one which is equal to the others in 
for the education_ of young people· who plan to the SJtate. Such a building includes the fol-
No Science Plans in 1899 teach in the future a subject which is a part lowing facilities: adequate room space for the 
- 'ialized as any good medical school or 
other professional institution. In3tead, 
the teachers' college is usually the last 
to obtain modern equipment and fa-
cilities to produce the best results for 
teacher-training. Pausing for a moment outside the of every high school curriculum, it is neces- large number of classes and the large classes, 
chemistry laboratory, which was exaiT.- sary; for the maintenance· of Eastern State's properly lighted roo·ms, a properly equipped 
ined on the first leg of the tour, Pre~- · ident Buzza.rd stated that no provis- reputation as a school off.ering a wide and ade- building in every respect, as to ventilation, 
ions were made for instruction in the quately adapted curriculum, it must be given safety, and plumbing. EI Wants and must 
Space Was Formerly a Gym 
. At the time when Mr. Stover came 
to EI, in 1923, there was three high 
school classes in botany and one in 
college botany. He was the only teach-
er and taught these four classes in the 
two rooms allotted to that depart-
sciences back in 1899 when E'l wa,:;. es- every opportunity to thrive. have a new science building! 
tablished because natural ph'ilo.;;;0phy \---------------.----:-----------------------------__;;.---;----
was the only science taught ut that p · t Q t H d. 0. L .. Ra1·Isback L1•sts Favors Green Ho\ISe time. Hence it is a pr:oblem today to OlD S U an ICaps 
provide gas, water, electricity, air Various Difficulties 
By Stanley' Elam 
pressure, and methods of rcmovin!.!' 
liquid and vaporous wastes when n; 
previous arrangements were made for 
them. When these facilities have to 
be provided impromptu, it 'is impos-
sible to have a true scientific place in 
which to work. Only superior instruc-
tion and the good grade of equipment 
used enables graduates from these 
departments to compare well with stu-
dents from .colleges with better facili-
What 'is true of the chemistry lab-
oratory is to a great extent, <1lso true 
of the physics laboratory. 0. L. Rails-
back pointed out a table perched pre-
cariously upon the top of a cabinet. 
"We stairstep the other tables to put 
that one Up there," he said, "jUSii to 
I 
get it out of the way." · 
Frantic for space, this divisioa of 
the science department has comman-ties. 
0. L. RAILSBACK 
The Chemistry department was 
found to comprlse one small labora-
tory room, which is also used for reci-
tations. Four years of college work, 
in addition to high school cou·.-ses, 
must be taught in this room. F ormer- Railsback's office in one corner of the 
ly the chemistry enrollment wac:; 50; it room is a work shop, reached by lad-· 
is now more than 200. Drawer S!Jace der. You're all right, so long a~ you 
in the desks is sufficient to hold only don't bump your head. Providing a 
the students' aprons. Lack of a ::.toc1:- safe means of electric power for ex-
room makes a systematic arrangcmen:; periments has been a problem f':',r 
of materials 'impossible, thus ca.usiug this department. As has been noted, 
much time to be wasted in passing the room now used as laboratory wns 
them out. The plumbing not infre- not originally designed for this pur-
quently gets out of order, and just pose, and the wiring system is i.c.ade-
recently a bad pipe caused .. t section I quate, hav'ing been condemned by the 
of plaster on the library cet:ing be- state fire marshall for the lnst £our 
low to drop off. For several day.;; stn- years. Advanced physics students use 
dents studying in the library did so room 33 for some experiments. Cur-
to the accompaniment of water drc-p- rent for work in this room is carr~ed 
ping into a tin bucket. A two-fan by a wire running along the corridor 
vent'ilating system, without h~ods, js ceiling from the main laboratory. 
grossly inadequate and -inefficient, as From the second floor a short mar-
is evidenced by the stench which ble stairway leads to a landing, which 
shrouds the whole west part of the contains a narrow doorway ieadi.w; to 
main building when certain experi- a wooden flight of stalrs by which the 
ments are underway. biological science department.:; are 
Glass Case Sets-off Room Gontinued on Next Page 
deered a part of the attic in the tow-
er, a cold and cobwebby place, to set 
up advanced laboratory apparatus. 
Parts of the regular apparatus have 
been crowded out into the nall. An 
FERA worker was paid to carry chairs 
in and out of the labora:tory in or-
der to give room for la-boratory classes 
when they met in the pitifull.y small, 
fifty by thirty foot laboratory. :· 
The wiring system is so inaaequate 
that a wire has .. be.en. run along the 
ceiling of the ':hall down to the ''dark-
room" (room 33), so called ·oecause it 
happens that it can be fairly sat'is· 
factorily darkened. 
Another insult to the dignity of this 
department is that courses cannot be 
put in their natural sequence becausf' 
of lack of space. They must be switch-
ed and sandwiched in whenever it is 
possible. 
More case room is needed but there 
is no room for the cases. Isn't that 
enough?" asked Mr. Railsback. 
"Plenty! " we answer. 
There were 63 students in the E. I. 
graduating class of 1914. 
The party passed next into the 
weighing room, improvised by setting 
off one end of the second floo-::- !lall-
way with a glass store case. Here, 
w'ith only the glass case sepa;:ating 
work tables from the hundreds of stu-
dents going to different classrooms, 
laboratory workers must weight their 
Walter M. Scruggs Cites Noise and 
Confusion as EI Science Handicaps 
materials. A beaver board office for Would you care to be a patient in 
H. E. Phipps, chemistry inst rw::tor, a hospital that occupies a few crowded 
occupies one end of the office. PI·esi-
dent Buzzard observed that iar bet- rooms which were planned forty years 
ter offices are found in Illinois reform-
atories and insane asJ~lums. I t was 
also noted that the weigh'ing room, 
fashioned as it is, blocks two o: the 
exits from the physics and c:1.emistry 
laJboratories, thus creating a fire haz-
ard. 
From the weighing secti·on, the 
group proceeded on into ths physic~ 
room. Laboratory work and. recita-
tions are both carried on be1·e, the 
chairs fo:r classes being piled aside and 
tables brought in for many d the. G){-
periments. Some of the departments 
have bettered their space con.cUtions 
by employing vertical beavar boRrd 
Partitions, making two rooms v:here 
there was only one before. The Phy-
sics department carried the partition·· 
ing idea a step farther, introducing a 
horlzontal element. They have started 
double-decking. Over Instructor 0. L. 
ago for some purpose other than to be 
used as a hospital? 
Would you choose this hospital if it 
were greatly over crowded-in fact, so 
·overcrowded that the patients are con-
gested in the corridors as well as in 
the rooms and the doctor's offices are 
placed behind screens in these cor-
ridors? Would you care to oQCCUPY a 
bed in this hospital with no walls to I 
separate you from this noisy con-
gestion? · 
M·oreover, if the furniture in these 
rooms were of every size and descrip-
tion-for instance the beds in the same 
ward of many sizes and kinds, would 
you be able to convalesce comfortably? 
Visit the science department ·of the 
Eastern Illinois State Teachers college 
and see if the student aren't subjected 
to comparable environment. A stu-
WALTER M. SCRUGGS 
dent may not need the same degree of 
comfort and quietness as a patient re-
covering from a major •Operation, yet, 
noise and confusion are not conducive 
for him to do good work in science. 
Such was the enlightening message 
given the News by Walter M. Scruggs 
of the Zoology department. 
ment, after the third floor west had 
been converted from a gymnasium of 
one room to several rooms, to house 
the biological sciences. Now, . twelve 
years later, seven or eight college 
classes and two high school classes iri 
I botany are taught every term by three 
teachers-stilJ, however, in the same 
two rooms. Ingenuity of the staff has 
contrived to produce additional labor-
atory space, and by partitioning the 
already much-partitioned rooms they 
have made stockrooms and office 
space. But it is indeed poorly and 
inconveniently arranged: the doors 
are all in the wrong places. 
E. L. STOVER 
EI Science Quarters 
Once Served as Gym 
Where athletes once practiced the 
arts of basketball, EI students are now 
practicing the natural and physical 
sciences. For in the early days of EI 
history the space now alloQ•tted for 
science rooms was the basketball floor 
for the Lantzmen. Back in the days 
of Earl Anderson-greatest EI player-
the gym served its purpose very well. 
But as that sport became more popu-
lar and lured more layers, the Lantz-
men took possession of their "modern, 
up-to-date" quarters just south and 
attached to Pemberton Hall. · 
The space once used for basketball 
playing was then appropriated for 
science rooms. There were only two at 
first, which had eight foot sidewalls. 
Later they were made higher. And 
then as science as a part of the curri-
culum became increasingly important 
and more students signed for the sub-
jects, the rooms · were divided . into 
smaller chambers. All of these changes 
have been made within recent years. 
Further alterations were made about 
three years ago. At that time every 
inch of space on the two flool's was 
utilized for offices and rooms. 
• 
SHOWER CONGESTION 
RELIEVED BY LEAKY 
SCIENCE ROOM PIPE 
"As a consequence of the an-
cient plumbing in the science 
department, the library, located 
directly below, is periodically 
inundated," says one member of 
the science department. At that, 
certain advantages . may issue 
from the faulty pipe-fitting. We 
believe congestion in the girls' 
shower room in the gymnasium 
would be relieved if half of the 
430 women were instructed to 
use the new showers in the 
library. Ah, yes, what better 
than to bathe in the atmosphere 
of Shakespeare, Milton, and 
Longfellow! 
Mr. Stover is quoted as saying: "The. 
physical equipment of the department, 
other than lack of space, is of the 
best, except, perhaps, for the need of 
a few more microscopes. Those ·on 
hand are the best to be had. In order 
to house the botany work properly, so 
that .it is as efficient as possible, sev-
en rooms are needed. 
Enumerates Needed Rooms 
There should be two laboratories 
large enough for thirty students· two 
4 ' 
smaller laooratories for the sole use 
of advanced classes and individual stu-
dents, and in addition, there should 
be one quiz room for botany ouly, as 
well as another quiz room which 
could be shared with other science 
classes. Besides these, there should 
be a stock room and preparation room 
large enough for proper laboratory 
preparation. There should :Je suffic-
ient office space for the staff, and a 
room set aside with desks for student 
teachers and advanced students. There 
could be an herbariUm in this room 
also." ' 
Adequate Greenhouse Needed 
Mr. Stover continued with his dream 
of a green house which would delight 
any botanlst's soul. "One of the inl-
portant things in any college equip-
ment," he ·said, "is an adequate green-
house, not only for the use of the bot-
any department alone, but to serve 
the Geography department and all the 
grades of the Training School, as well 
as being able to furnish plants for the 
campus and for decoration. There 
could be a room set aside for the Zoo-
logy department where small animals 
could be grown, especially wate1· ani-. 
mals and insects. It would not be 
necessary to have many mesophytic 
plants in this ,greenhouse, but it would. 
inde·ed be 'ideal if we were ~o have a 
room for desert plants, another for 
tropiCal flora, and still another for 
tlie' water lov~rs. Maybe we'll have all 
these things some day. At least we 
can hope for them." 
By enumerating its handicaps we do 
not wish to leave the impression that 
inferior courses in science are being 
offered at EI, for that is not true. 
Excellent instructors and efficient 
management make them compare fav-
orably with those of the other teacll-
er's colleges Qf Dlinois. 
Give Science Youth at El TEACHERS COI1LEGE NEWS Give Youth Science at EI 
C. S. Spooner Relays Department Fear of Fire Hazard 
. - -- . 
Space Shortage 
Is Chief Defect 
Of EI Quarters 
EI Science Quarters Compare 1-4 to Normal's Arrangement of 
Rooms Stamped 
As Another Evil 
Harris E. Phipps Brands Station-
ary Laboratory Equipment as 
Miserable, Inadequate. 
B y Stanley' Elam 
El's SCIEN CE SPA CE 
Students Returning from Field 
Trips Must Pass Through Class. 
rooms, He Points Out. 
(B y D oroth y Bonham) 
"Space is inadequate, stationary lab-
oratory equipment miserable.~ That, in 
effect, is the verdict of Hanis E. 
Phipps, department head, conceruing 
physical science facilities at EI. If 
he were a violent man he might have 
applied even more fitting words to the 
two rooms tucked away at tne west 
end of the second floor hall and tiig-
nified by the name of physical science 
laboratories. 
ENTIRE AREA REPRESENTS SCIENCE QUARTERS AT NORMAL 
"The arrangements of the rooms and 
the lack of room space are the prin-
cipal handicaps to the Zoology de-
partment," C. S. Spooner, head of the 
Zoology department, said when inter-
viewed as to the need of a new Sci-
ence building. As the rooms are ar-
ranged now, to get from the offices to 
other parts of the building, Mr. Spoon-
er and Mr. Scruggs must go through 
three classrooms thus disturbing the 
classes in session. These rooms now accommodate 20!) 
students where fifty were formerly 
taught. Moreover they were not or-
iginally intended for chemistry and 
physics, but have been built up by 
degrees since 1900 until they furnish 
necessary equipment for the cou.rses 
given, but do not equal even the lab-
oratories of many city hlgh schools. 
We can see only one virtue, and that 
ironical, in this situation. It enables 
our graduates to go into these high 
schools to teach without being mn-
barrassed by any lack of facil'itles they 
will meet with there. 
The floor space of the new scienc~ 
building at Illinois State Normal 
university is 38,850 square feet, while 
the total quarters for the EI sci~p.ce j.s EI space inadequate; the room ar-
departments total inly about 9,0()0 ,rangements are haphazard al).d offer 
square feet o.f f1oor space. Not <;>nly a rel'!-1 fire hazard. 
Students returning from field trips 
must pass through the class rooms 
to the specimen room. There is alSQ 
a need for laboratories for the high 
school classes separate from the col-
Jege laboratories so that a more ade-
quate laboratory course .can be offered 
in both the high school and the col-
lege. 
Master's Degrees Add Problem 
A prudent thought to add here is 
that should master's degrees some day 
be given by teachers colleges, a~ is 
expected, a number of properly e.:tuip-
ped small laboratories will be abso-
lutely indispensable. 
"Give Us More Room" H. M. Cavins Tells 
Of Inconveniences 
If you were to stroll over to the 
Practical Arts building, enter through 
the front door, and proce~d to the 
basement down the main stairs to the 
right you would, willy-nilly, happen 
upon a door labelled 2P and designat-
' ed, "Ceramics!' That, as you know, I has reference to pottery. But if you 
I 
were to enter that room some day you 
would find scarcely one indication that 
the room is being devoted to that par-
ticular kind of work. Instead, you 
would observe that science classes 
were being taught in a room marrked 
Observes Fire Hazard 
"The thin,g that worries the de-
partment most of all is the danger of 
fire. With the narrow wooden stair-
way and all the cubby holes, it wou19 
be ·impossible to get all of the students 
from the rooms in case of fire," Mr. 
Spooner continued. "There are about 
three hundred students in this tower 
when all the classes are in session a;nd 
there is no fire escape." 
When asked to enumerate the griev-
ances of the chemistry division, Mr. 
Phipps emphasized the lack of space 
by mentioning instances in wiu~.;h it ls 
a handicap. All the chemica-l labora-
tories are in one room. Most cuheges 
consider it essential to ha.ve ~eparute 
laboratories !or elementary, qu;.llita-
tive, or.ganic and other courses, b~sidcs 
a good store room. The State Norm.al 
universities at Normal and a.t Car-
bondale have full floors in tllc.ir sci-
ence bu'ildings devoted to tbis depart-
ment of science, which all schools imd 
an increasingly imp.ort.ant and populur 
course. 
, HARRI S E. PHIPPS 
"Ceramics." You would 3/lso observe ------.,,_.,,.--------'="...,.._. _ _ _ 
a gas kiln in one corner of the room, 
which would probably cau.se you to 
wonder if both science and pottery 
C. S. SPOONEJl, 
'l'o teach Zoology more effectively, 
it is necessary to have live specimens. 
Due· to the poor ventila'tion and the 
d_ryness of the air, it is impossible tq 
keep live animals. At one time the 
department had a rather valuable c;:ol-
lect'ion of tropical fish. Because of 
the lower temperatUJe over ~the week-
end, the fish died. Frogs dry out be-
cause of the heat. 
Each Instructor Is 
Beset by Handicaps were not being taught at once. 
As much room is devoted to chemis-
try at Normal as is included in our 
entire science department, including 
physical, biological and geography di-
Visions. 
Normal Blueprints Are Revealing 
An examination of blueprints of 
Normal and carbondale chenusLry de-
partments is revealing. Mr. Phipps 
pointed out how each of their well-
arranged buildings is divided into r-ec-
itation, research, photography, special 
analysis, office, a.nd pr.ivate labora.-
tory rooms. There is no .comparison 
between this building and ours. 
Eacb 'J.n.Struetor in tbe science de-
partment intervj:ewt}(l -con:cernlng El's 
need fQl' a new .SCience bu'ild.ing, has 
surfaced special ·disadvantage to prop-
er teaching of his classes. H. M. Cav-
ins tabbed lack of space and the sep-
aration of hygiene and science classes 
from the maio. science department a~ 
chief shod'tcomings in the ·present 
system. H. E. Phipps summed it up I 
briefly and sign'ificantly thusly: "Space 
is inadequate, stationary equipment 
miserable." 
However, your first impression would 
Since all work is done in our one 
room, there is no desk space for c'lch 
student, and little cupboard room. As 
it works out, three people occupyin.g 
one drawer have only room enough· for 
their laboratory aprons. Sometime:.; ·a 
recitation class must be held vVhile 
laboratory work 'is in progress, "w:Dich',' 
said Mr. Phipps, "is obviously unsat-
isfactory." 
A stockroom is badly needed. As the 
situation now stands, mate.rial.s can-
not be arranged in systematic · fP.sh-
ion. 
From the standpoint of lightlng and 
use in experiments our electrical f~:~.cil­
t'ies are sadly outdated. The only 
voltage available is the regulm· 110 
A. c., unless storage batteries ar~ car-
ried in for use in the experiments r e-
quiring other voltage. 
Compressed air equipment is inade-
quate. 
Plumbing Inundates Library 
"As a consequence of the ancient 
plumbing, the library, located directly 
below, is periodlcally inundated," ,said 
Mr. Phipps. "Just last week there 
was another public shower bf\.th be-
low us." Most students have noticed 
the large vacancy left in the library 
ceiling when a l;>lock of plaster was 
loosened by water leakage. It is now 
virtually impossible to install the prop-
er acid resisting plwnbing, which 
should be en t'irely exposed. 
The two-fan ventilating aystem 
makes it impossible to perform some 
experiments, since no hoods are pro-
Vided. 
0. L. Railsback spoke disparagingly 
of the inadequate wiring system, show-
ing how it is a specific disadvantage 
to h'is classroom work. C. S. Spoon-
er expressed the entire depa-l'tmei~t·s 
fear of the fire hazard resulting from 
unsafe wiring and no fire escapes. E . 
L. Stover fancified on the subject of 
a green house and other needed de-
partments. Instructors in other de-
partments could expound the evils of 
overcrowded classes and the neE-d. for 
more space. The rooms now occu-
pied by the science classes are far bet-
ter suited for recitation than for ex-
periments, as is pointed out else-
where in these pages. 
Eagle I Rallies to 
N ew Building Cause 
HAROLD M. CAVINS 
be correct. The room is devoted to 
teaching of science and hygiene. Why, 
then, you ask yourself, is there a kiln 
in the room and why are those par-
ticular classes being taught in the 
Practical Arts building-far removed 
from the regular science quarters? 
The answer- after we have resorted 
to the methods of sleuths- is com-
paratively simple The ordained sci-
ence rooms in the main l:milding can 
not accommodate the overflow of stu-
dents interested in those subjects. 
Hence other rooms have been sought 
and found-to the disadvantage of the 
science and hygiene classes. But still, 
we haven't explained the pr~senc~ of 
"EI's Eagle I" says we need a new exhibit B- the kiln. It actually is 
science bu'i.ldlng. He says, in fact, used by members of the art depart-
"we need a science building." His rea- ment. But materials requiring such 
sons? final preparation mu~t first be worked 
on the third floor of the main build-
It is a matter of record, he .says, ing ·and then carried over to the kiln 
that almost 50 per cent of the insan- in the basemep.t of the Practi~l Arts 
ity at EI r:esults from the search for building. The art department really 
EI's science department rooms. needs this room, but due to lack of 
It is an absolute truth (that is, a space it must be used by the science 
rumored hint) that three students al- groups. 
most starved to death after losing An interview with Harold M. Cav-
their way over night in the maze of ins, who teaches classes in this far-
wall-boarded passages in the science removed basement hide-out, reveals 
section. other ills in present provisions for the 
There is eVidence that two other science department. He tells us that 
students, missing since last November, to borrow a storage battery from the 
are buried somewhere under the de- Physics department, it must be carried 
bris of material cluttered in one of , from the second floor of the main 
the cramped little rooms of the sci- building to the bas~ment of the Prac-
ence department. tical Arts building; to borrow the 
Eagle I says he supposes you )mow school skeleton from the zoology de-
the one about the frogs becuming partment, it must be carried from the 
petrified in the Zoology lab because of third floor of one building to the base-
the dryness of the air? ment of another. Both articles, he 
Eagle I decides that there IS no sci- points out, are essential to proper 
entific plannmg in the rooms of the teaching of his classes. 
science department. Mr. Cavins wlll also convince you 
Tour of D.epartment 
Bares Shorteomingr 
'l'he frogs, at one time, were put in 
Continued 1rom Prece<l.ing Page 
reached. Tb.i~ wooclen ~taj.rw~·Y· along 
with the 'la;byrinth of specimen case., 
which jam the third floor corridor, 
make escape in case of fire a gam-
ble. 
1 
a wire cage. The wire was clo§ely 
enough woven that at first the frogs 
could not get out . After a feN weeks, 
the frogs escaped from the t:-a.g~ and 
took possession of the laboratory. Be-
cause of this uneveness of temperature 
there is a need for a green r.ouse or 
an animal house. On the north siQ.e 9f the thirql floor 
corridor is housed the Zoology depart-
ment, .iJ;l beaver board-partitioned 
rooms. These rooms are so anang€d 
that it is necessary for a ~eacher en 
r·oute to his classroom to pass tJ;rrough 
the other rooms wher.e classes are in 
session, thus disturbing r~c~tation.s. 
The sawe is true of student~ r~turn..­
ing from field trips. They, too, must 
file through the classroom. Witl;l. 
beaver board to the back of them, an.d 
beaver board to the front of tllem, 
students have little l'ight by whwh to 
work. President Buzzard produced an 
instrument known as a "sight meter," 
whiQh is very sensitive to light. '):'he 
sight meter registered all the way from 
1 to 3 on the desks where zoology stu-
dents were worl9.ng. The standard is 
15, thus indicating that the light, at 
best, was only one-fifth what it should 
be. Por vent'ilation make? it well-
n~gh impossible to keep live ani.mal 
specimens on hand. The Zoology de-
partment, too, has modern equipm~nt, 
but no place to house it. 
A serpentine passage-way between 
exhibition and stqre cases led the 
News group to the Botany department 
located on the south side of th·~ cor-
ridor, where 10 classes use space which 
formerly h oused only two classes. Our 
friend beaver board has been drafted 
here also, making three rooms out uf 
two. The sight meter showed th~ 
same light'ing deficiency as was ubser .. 
"The classroom equipment is mod-
ern and adequate but we have no place 
to put the equipment to protect it." 
Mr. Spooner said further. "Th'} light-
ing is very poor. We need overhead 
light'ing as well as artificial lighting:• 
'If the Zoology department werr in a 
sep_arate buildin,g the rooms now usr.d 
by that department could serv·~ for 
other class rooms. 
~. L. STOVER AUTHORS 
TWO SCIENCE ARTICLES 
E. I. Stover, head of the Botany 
department, is the author of 
two articles which will appear in the 
April and May issues of the Illinois 
:reacher. Both of them are <J.n the 
subject of science in education and are 
recommended to all students backing 
EI's plea for a new science building. 
ved in the Zoology rooms. Inadequate 
storage and office space charact?.rir.e 
this department, too. I t is es!iimated 
that it would take a minimum of sev-
en rooms to house the department 
properly. 
The tour thus completed, President 
Buzzard drew forth the drawings of 
Illinois State Normal university sci-
ence building, wh'ich revealed the fol-
lowing: They have a three-story struc-
ture, with basement. There art- three 
storage and one battery rooms in the 
basement. On t he first floor are two 
that the present room used by science nature study rooms, two recttation 
and hygiene classes is not really large rooms, a general physics laboratory, 
enough or adapted for both. The hy- an advanced laboratory, a high school 
giene ({lasses each had 45 students en - physics laboratory and recitatio.:< room 
rolled in the winter quarter. The combined, office and sto age rooms. 
large number of students lef,t no room On the second floor are two botany 
for laboratory tables. In one class, in laboratories, three recitation rov11~s, a 
which every seat was occupied on d~ys high school b'iology laboratory and rec·· 
when there were no absences, no room itation room combined, a Leclmtquc; 
remained for extra chairs, and the room, a museum, a physiology labor-
instructor had to go back and seat atory and recitation room COIHbined, 
himself in a chair vacated by a stu - a Zoology laboratory, office anu stor-
dent while the student was giving a age rooms. On the third floor arc 
report. one organic chemistry laboratory, otJe 
"My work really demands six labora- general chemistry laboratory, two 
tory tables capable of seating about smaller chemistry laboratories, two rec-
24 students and armchair seats .for .itation rooms, a balance roorn, office 
35 or 40 students," Mr. Cavins added. and storage rooms. 
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oo ye, lY~r. rps ' ost Horizon' +·-u-··-~~-··-·-·--~~-~~-~~-~~-·l W. . ' A . 
By Hilton, Win Praise of News Critic I 'm'4.e pomen 8 D th.let.rc Association Gives 
TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS 
• I lrrnlitic&l I ageant eprctrng 100 Years of Sports 
Autho.r Swerves from Conven- Th So I -it' I ---·------6 
tiona! Pattern of Construction ~ ap Box I m &ttll""' ttm tt I. A . f in Recent Works . (Contmued from Page 4) .1 -it' "'~ ~ I - rt-I- acts-· Bicycle Dance, Calisthenics Drill Win A p p r o v a I · Basketball 
By Mrs. Kedley '36 tor feel that you really h ate t o leave 1 B y j What do you think of "the Ameri- Game is Featured.' 
James Hilton has wri·tten Good-bye, d ' .i . Roy W ilson 1· can scene?" This is a subJ"ect as VI·tally 
an puts him in a very pleasant state Mr. Chips (1934) to the envy and of mind. + _.,_.,_,._,._~~-~~-~~-~~-~~-·-·-·+ interesting to art-lovers today as the 
despair of the amateur writer. It has It is not considered very good man- Th e For um group has a new inter- ~old decision was to the general pub-
no beginning, no end. It violates, one ners to inv·t 1 d est. It IS. anti·ques. he. Is something happening to Ameri-I e a a y to partake of a Last Thursday can art that ·n · fl f 
after another, the accepted rules of Coke, and then make her pay for it. eveniz:g the ~articular heirl·oom which erations? WI m uence uture gen-
freshman English. Where are the If she ·offers to pay, all right, but occuPied their attention was the Illi- . . . 
points of ascending interest? Where don't try any rough stuff. nois tax system. Of course, there are i He~e I S ~hat Philippa Whiting, an 
the climax? Mr. Chips himself could When entering the building, always none who will question this classifica- as~oCiate editor of the American Mag-
not tell you. The story is the few last ~old t~e door open for the lady who tion of the method which we Suckers a~me of Ar~, has to say about it: "We 
chapters of an unexciting life. Mr. IS commg half a block behind es- employ to maintain our government ai e so anxwus for an American art; 
Chips lived not as a good teacher but pecially if you are l~te for your' next Still it is interesting to note some of we ar e so eager to be able t o say to 
as a good man. As teacher at Brook- class. This will show that with you the ancient features of the scheme I t he world, '~e~ how native and virile 
field the man became better for its chivalry comes before everything. , Although slightly revised in 1848 a~d ~n~l self-sufficient we are.' In our per-
sheltering influence. He was in his Men taking practice teaching should 1870, the tax provisions in the Illinois ec Y natural d~sire to stand on our 
element and flowered into a "wit." not chew tobacco while conducting constitution are essentially those em- ~~~ll fee!t aesth:tiC~lly we grasp fran-
. He was a teacher for a long, long class. This goes for women, too. If bodied in the original state constitu- . Y ev~ryt~g that ostenta-
time-from 1870-1913, then again for you feel that y·ou must chew some- tion of 1818. In 1818 Illinois was an twusly proclaims It~ label. There is 
the duration of the war. That is a thing, a stick of candy will do very agricultural state, so revenue was no ~ett.er wtahy to stifle any national 
long t' t t h · 1 · d b · expressiOn an to embrace it with 
Ime o eac Latin grammar to mce y. rtaise T dy levymg a ~e~eral proper ty uncritical enthusiasm. If we want to 
rising generations. Mr. Chips knew When an instructor enters a class ax. o ay, when Illm01s has become k 'll . . 
his degree was not one of the best, that room, all students should immediatelv a highly industrialized state, we still :e ~:~~ ao~l~n~mely ~egi~~al product 
his ~iscipline was unreliable, but by rise and sing the first verse of "Good cli~g to the general property tax as our politan fashion ." 0 rna e 1 a metro-
the time he was sixty he knew he was Morning Dear Teacher." chief source of revenue, 84 per cent of 
Brookfield, "the guest of honor at Old Never eat with your knife in a the taxes being of this nature. A 
Brookfieldian dinners, the court of ap- boarding house. · If the guy next to glance at the income side of the prob-
peals in all matters affecting Brook- you s~ould happen to hit your arm, lem reveals that only 15 per cent of the 
field histo.ry and tradition." you might get a nasty wound. income of the state is derived from such 
Chips Approadhes Death -Aunt Emily. property. Briefly, 15 per cent of the 






_,_,_,+ income of the state must pay 84 per 
school and lived with his "remem- I ! cent of the taxes. 
brance of things past." We come to • m t. 7Jr. I 
know the trials and experiences of his I -it' n.e tt' C'""'t( .ens .e i Assessment Blunder 
long. career, his unconscious bravery I Sigma Tau Delta : This is only one of the many gross 
dunng an air-raid, his management of i I absurdities of our tax set-up. There 
ne t d +•-•--••-••-••-••-••-••-••-~~•-••-w•-~+ th w s u ents, his gr·owing reputation are o- ers equally as ludicrous, includ-
as a "wit." Yes, Mr. Chips was satis- Although try-outs for Sigma Tau ing the insane method of assessment 
fied in the evening of his life to doze Delta and the Writer's club are now which finds pigs valued at 50 cents ~ 
away the days. open, this is not a drive for larger head, for taxation, in one township, 
His death, which ended his interlude membership. The membership in both while pig-s of the same kind are taxed 
on earth, was closely connected with organization& is limited by the consti- on a value as high as $5 in an adjoin-
the boys he loved so well all his life. tution. ing township. Efforts to reform the 
From the gentle serenity of his clois- system have met with repeated failure. 
tered existence he had enjoyed a broad Imagine Stanley Mcintosh as the Newspapers, public officials, educators, 
. Perhaps some of you have already 
diScovered that there is an interesting 
~age of art comments every Saturday 
m the Chicago Daily News, which is 
in the library. C. J. Bulliet, art ed-
itor, is not embracing with "uncritical 
enthusiasm" the American scene. 
It all began with the annual exhi-
bition by artists of Ch icago and vicin-
ity at the Art Institute. Mr. · Bulliet 
calls the work in the gallery, all rep-
resenting the American scene, "mild 
and mediocre." 
Last Saturday's art page in the 
Daily News gave a brief biography of 
Lorado Taft. Of course the page is 
devoted largely to Chicago interests, 
but the art of any section should have 
a universal appeal. sympathy that enabled him to share common-sense father of Frank Day. teachers, progressive-minded citizens 
the feelings of the timid "new boy" They are two of the characters in a all have urged a change to no avail: 
sent to see Mr. Chips. play to be presented at the next meet- Walter W. Cook of our own faculty last 
Teachers are so seldom regarded as ing. . year hact published an admirable treat- Hence the vanguard of publicity 
human beings that James Hilton's ment of the situation in a brochure The zero is having its day, as evi-
book is a pleasant surprise. I wonder Material for the anthology has been titled "The Tax Problem in Illinois." deuced in a recent St. Louis Post-
who he had in mind for he reveals the collected and typed, and the booklet is Each time the legislature has submit- Dispatch oompilation: Treasury an-
true teacher content to remain in the now ready for the publishers. Mrs. ted to the voters the opportunity for nounces $652,000,00 of $2,812,000,000 
obscurity of the daily round in his Mildred .Kedley is in charge of the reform, the proposals have failed, profit made in gold devaluation will 
The Women's Atheltic Association 
sports review presenting skits drama-
tizing the story of women's athletics 
from the opening of the nineteenth 
?entury to the present day was given 
m the college auditorium at 7 :30 on 
Wednesday. 
The bicycle dance and the calisthen-
ics and the dumbell drill were the out-
standing skits, as judged by audience 
applause. In depicting modern 
athletics, the social dancing class, in-
cluding "Mickey" Spence and Ben Ed-
man, closed the program. There were 
croquet stunts, riding, baseball, tennis, 
archery, swimming, basketball, and 
b;,tllet, all illustrated in the costume of 
the day. 
Martha Milholland was in charge of 
the pageant of the sports review which 
depicted early women's athletics· Fern 
Tait headed the modern group: All 
hats used in the pageant were loaned 
by Mrs. E. L. Stover. The old-fashion-
ed gym costumes were loaned by wo-
men of Charleston. 
The W AA all-star basketball team 
defeated the faculty team, 13-11, in 
the gymnasium after the stunts. The 
faculty team members were w. Scott 
Az:gus, Glen H. Seymour, c. P. Lantz, 
Miss Florence, Litchfield, Miss Mary E. 
Thompson, Miss Mabel Hupprich, Mrs. 
Q. G. Burris, and Mrs. W. M. Scruggs. 
Quincy Guy Burris and E. L. Stover 
defeated C. S. Spooner and Mrs. E. L. 
Stover in the badminton game, an 
added attraction. 
FINAL WARBLER COPY IS 
PREPARED FOR PRINTER 
Final copy for the 1935 Warbler was 
prepar~d for the printer on Saturday, 
accordmg to Kathryn Walker, editor-
in-chief. The Hartman-Jefferson 
company of Springfield has the print-
ing contract. The Central Engrav-
ing Company of St. Louis is handling 
cuts for the year book. 
school. To merge one>'s identity into anthology. chiefly through indifference misunder- g·o t oward retiring the public debt; a 
that of the school's is the high water standing, or ignorance. st~dents and $4,880,000,000 relief bill is proposed to !Patronize the News advertisers. 
mark of service born of a sincere love Grace Thompson will be the tactful faculty alike have a tremendous job succeed $3,300,000,000 bill of two years 1,----------------. 
for sharing kno.wledge. Mr. Chips had mother of Jeanette Rosene in the play before them, the job of erasing this ago; $2,000,000,000 bonus bill is urged; 
almost forgotten his real name was this club is "broadcasting" for its an- indifference, correcting misunderstand- 10,000,000 to 11,000,000 are unemployed; 
Chipping so well did Brookfield love nual guest night meeting. ings, and educating the ignorant. Only 22,000,000 are on relief; relief costs for 
Werden Grocery 
"Chips." a concerted eff·ort along these lines year are $1,479,000,000 or $5,000,000 a 
Mr. Chips Is Fascinating Have a Heart! Treat your watch as will result in a modern taxing system ~ay; during the ~ast 20 months the na- Groceries, Lwtch Meats, Fresh F'ru.its & V egefables 
There is something pleasantly fruity you would a friend. We do expert for Illinois. tiona! debt has JUmped to $28,000,000,-
with a mellow tang- and zest to it watch repairing. C. P. Goon, 408 Sixth 000, an increase of almost $10,000,000,- ~ about Mr. Chips. I wished to know St. Politicana 000; Huey proposes a capital levy to-more of him and of Kathleen, that The unicameral legislature is going taling $165,000,000,000; the good Dr. Square South Side long ago, almost forgotten wife who What would Easter mean without to be given a trial. Nebraska is the Townsend would distribute $24,000,000,-
helped Chips to develop more reliable flowers? Send flowers to your friends. pioneer in the United States, having 000 a year to the aged · · · . · -·--
disciplinary methods and who loved Phone 39. Lee's Flower Shop. approved giving the system a test, be-
him. But she is only a part of that ginning in 1937, by a decisive popular 
faded daguerreotype called "the life of vote · · · · Chesley W. Jurney, sergeant-
Mr. Chips." of Bark, the lamasery is well equipped at-arms of the u. s. Senate, scorns 
Back in 1933 James Hilton published to interest Gonway, the hero. He was proper names; he addresses friends as 
The Lost HorizoiL What a book! It chosen of his party to interview the Pirates, Seadogs, <)or Rumhounds ... 
appeals to the exotic, the bizarre, the High Lama. The outcome was pre- General Johnson's recent radio attack I 
impossibly fantastic side of adventure. ordained. Conway has all the attri- on Huey Long and Rev. Coughlin was 
It has deepening overtones of butes necessary for long life and the a neat bit of ballyhoo for the ex-chief 
melancholy reflectiveness. Placed be- High Lamaship but a woman enters. of "Crack-down." Reports are that 
side Good-bye, Mr. Chips there is a She is a beautiful Manchu, Lo Tseu, who the General has agreed to write a 
striking similarity in the feeling of un- still looked eighteen though born in syndicated daily column of comment. 
hurried serenity. And it is hard to 1866· With her and Mallinson, Con-
maintain serenity and poise while way escapes. The story ends with bet-
negotiating a mountain path two feet ter success and the struggle goes on to 
wide in the further Himalayas, but find the "way back" into that intel-
lectual's Paradise! 
Fletcher's Grocery 
Hilton does it so that we accept it as 
ordinary. It is a fascinating story even to the 
Why, even the thesis is not extra- unobservant. The tempo rarely EVERYTHING GOOD 
TO EAT ordinary. It presupposes that with the changes. It is a rocking chair ad-
coming of the next war, and come it venture for we realize the necessity for I 
will, will also come destruction and: the elaborate stage setting. The timid Phone 422 403 Lincoln St. 
$5.00 Down and $3.00 a Month 
Buys a 
New Remington Portable 
KING BROTHERS 
Book & Stationery Store-Phone 428 
NEWSPAPERS MAGAZINES 
ANDREWS LUMBER & MILL CO., Inc. 
Good Lumber is Worth the Difference 
PHONE 8o ~ ..... ...., TRY US AND BE CONVINCED 
"Lo! thy dread empire, chaos! is soul must not be frightened. j 
restored; (1) Pope-from The Dunciad. '----------------• ~hl~~~my un~~ing ~------------------------~-----~ 
word: 
Thy hands, great anarch! lets the 
curtain fall; 
And universal darkness buries 
all." ( 1.) 
Collects World's Treasures 
To prevent this foretold darkness a 
Tibetan monastery is collecting some 
of the world's t reasures to be saved. 
Not gold, but rare books, paintings, 
music, inventions. 
The possibility is not so absurd as it 
appears but to prevent ribald laughter 
the unusual is blended into the story. 
In this place of safe-keeping, the 
lamasery, Shangri-La, the life princi-
le is moderation. The reader was a 
Capuchin friar, born in 1681 and still 
about to direct the affairs of the es-
tablishment. 
Possessing everything from central 
heating to unpublished musical scores 
lllllll ~t 111111' 
RYAN'S SHOE STORE 
VERY 
You will find what 
you want. 
Men 's or Ladies ' 
Dress or Sport 





The facilities of this hotel are available 
Coffee Shop- Private Dining Room 
-Banquet Room 
Special Menus Sundays and Holidays 
May We Serve You? 
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Bethonians Snare Intramural Basketball Tourney Title 
Lions Are Defeated in Final Game by +·--··-··-~~--~~-·-·--+Four All-star Intramural Quints Are 
20-19 Score After Thrilling Rally Fails pA~!!;!I~T~}!T~MS Nominated; Fidel is Places Two Men 
Scheer and Lancaster Lead At- EI 's GOLF TEAM TO 
tack for Winners ; Lead 10 to 3 GET PRACTICE WHEN 
at Intermission Time. COURSE IS IN SHAPE 
+_.._,a-w._,,_ ,, __ .,_.,_ n _____ ,+ 
If old man winter doesn 't change 
hls mind an d come back for a!lother 
visit the stage is all set for the be-
ginning of spring sports. This spring 
PETE REYNOLDS, NEW 
KNOX (27 REVERSES) 
COACH, TAKES REINS 
Alternate Players Named for 
Each Position on Four Teams; 
Champs Place Two Men. 
The Bethonians, who ranked third 
in the conference, displayed excellent 
teamwork and brilliant individual 
play in a 20-19 victory over the Lions 
in the tournament finals Wednesday. 
Though the Bethonians held to an 
early-gained lead tenaciously, the 
Lions were always a menace. When 
Rice put the Lions within striking 
distance in the final minute, the 
crowd was wild for a repetition of 
Tuesday's split-second oomeback by 
the Lions. It failed by seconds. 
Course conditions permitting, EI's 
golf team will be taking its first work-
out within the n ext few weeks. Wheth-
er the college is represented by a go.U 
team depends on the turn-out for the 
first practice session. 
P ete Reynolds, Chicago business man brings to EJ the most diversified pro-
Officials of the intramural tourna-
ment have nominated four all-star 
teams, the select ions being made on 
a basis of play throughout the season. 
who signed to ooach at Knox next fall, gram of sports that the school h~.s 
is some plunger, thinks Knoxonians. ever enjoyed. For years it was C"!..lstom-
The first team is as follows: For-
wards-Evers, Fidelis; Lancaster, Beth-
onians; Carruthers, Fidelis; Centers-
Scheer, Bethonians; D. Wright, Little 
Egyptians ; guards - Brookhart, Top 
N otchers ; Trulock, Bethonians; Dia-
mond, Bethonians. 
Several weeks ago a number of stu-
dents interested in this sport met and 
pledged themselves to the support of a 
golf team. The school agreed t o. furn-
ish transportation to all out-of-town 
mc: ts and to furnish the balls for such 
matches. The team must provide its 
own clubs and balls for practice ses-
sions. 
F. A. Beu will coach EI's first golf 
team . If a team is organized, he al-
ready has in line several schools will-
ing to play matches this spring. 
Boy ! Is That Gym 
A t E I Ever Funny! 
ary to have only baseball and track 
teams. Tennis was added to thi& pro-
gram several years ago. Last year 
spring football made its debut and now 
golf has been added. Spring fooLball 
came into the calendar 'in 1934-filling 
the gap between basket-ball and the 
sports which require warm we::<.ther 
and dry ground. 
A full game bet ween the two team5. 
of the squad this week-end will wind 
up the spring football drill~. Soon 
half-backs will transform themselves 
into runners, ends will become se\.:ond 
basemen and the truly spring sports 
will come into their own. I'r.tck men 
have been out limbering .1p for sev-
eral weeks now. Baseba,ll pitchers 
have confined themselves to the 
wannth of the gymnasium for short 
But fans outside Knox fear he's a mad 
business man who needs his books 
checked. Think of it, they say ; a man 
leaves business to coach Knox f·ootball 
teams-with a record of 27 consecutive 
defeats. 
But Reynolds had a healthy coach-
ing record before he retired several 
years ago. His last position was at 
Meehan in 1925. He was there two 
years and his team l·ost only three 
games. His teams met Army, Colgate, 
Georgetown, Penn State, Indiana, and 
Syracuse, where he succeeded Chick 
Johns Hopkins. Reynolds has done most 
of his coaching in the East. 
Barton Will Captain 
Normal Cage Quintet 
The second t eam : Forwards - N. 
Wright, Top N otchers ; Milburn, Little 
Egyptians ; Kessinger, Gilbe1t Boys; 
centers- L. , Wright, Top Notchers; 
Walters, Lions; guards-Taylor, Gil-
bert Boys ; F eller, Math Club; Bohn, 
Little Egypt ians. 
The third team comprised the fol-
lowing: Forwards - T ucker, Little 
Egyptians ; Sockler, Lions; Strader. 
Lions; centers-Davis, Top Notchers; 
Neal, Fidelis; guards- Wyeth, Fidelis; 
Haverstock, Top Notchers: Rice, Lions 
The Lions were trailing 10 to 3 
at the half but a third quarter rally 
put them up within two points of the 
Bethonians. Walters, cautious Lion 
center, sustained a painful wrist 
sprain in the third quarter but came 
back and played a g·ood game with 
his left hand. Strader, Rice, and 
Sockler soo~ed for the Lions. Scheer 
and Lancasteer turned in brilliant 
scoring games while Diamond and 
Trulock held down Strader and 
Sockler. 
Track Team Lacks 
Field P erformers 
Last week we assigned a staff corres-
pondent to interview some of the 
world's famous personages on this 
question: "What is the oddest thing 
you ever saw and the funniest thing 
work-outs, sh~ring the limited floor Wilbur Barton, star negro center, h as 
space with the more ambitious tennis been elected captain of the 1935-36 
candidates. basketball team at State Normal uni-
Still a fourth t eam was composed 
of: Forwards-Hutton, Deuces; Fritch-
ley, Here 'Tis ; R Jones, Lair; centers 
-Wengler, Gilbert Boys ; Owens, Here 
'Tis; guards~Waldrip, Little Egyp-
tians ; Duey, P anther Lair; Endsley, 
Jim Tams. you ever experienced?" The results: BITS ABOUT 'EM-
Lowell T. - (world famous traveler The TILDEN professional Lennis 
and news ·commentator )-Well, I troupe will appear at the INDIANA 
1935 Track Schedule thought the trinket salesman in STATE gymnasium the first of April. 
versity. Barton is a junior and has 
been ·on the Red Bird team since his 
entrance into college. Fans here will 
r emember his smooth exhibition when 
EI was beaten, 31-29. 
F. E. BARNES, M. D . D. 0. 
OSTEOPATH 
Phones 526-194 April 6-DeKalb, here. Havana and the merchants of the East Last year several from ET saw them 
April 27-Triangular, here (Carbon- were funny-until I visited a little play at CHAMPAIGN .... .3evera1 Halibut Liver Oil Capsules-50 in 
dale, Millikin, and EI.) town in Illinois. There's a college collegians including BOB HOLMES box, 89c-Peoples Walgreen System 
Rooms 5-6-7, Mitchell Block 
Charleston, Ill. 
May 3-State Normal, here. there-a good one, too. But the gym- and HAROLD BOGGS have signed lo Drug Store-North side square. 
May 11-Teachers oonege meet at nasium there! You never saw the like . play w'ith t he MERCHANTS in the 
Mon., Tues., Wed., Fri., Sat. 
state Normal. It's such a relic that the Smithsonian city soft-ball league for th~ coming 
May 15-Indiana state at Terre Institute should buy it and place it on season .... JOHN STRADER wh o 
Haute. exhibit. My funniest experience re- caught for the v arsity in '33 W\il be a 
May 18- McKendree, here. 
1 
suited when I tried to get in the gym candidate for the back stop position 
May 24-25-State meet at Macomb. to see a basketball game. I know now again this year. He was not in school 
what it means to be in a burning last spring Soft ball l.;; likely 
When the track season opens, Coach building when there are no exits. 
1 
to appear on the intramural schedule 
W . S. Angus will be confro.nt=d with George Bernard S. - (Y·ou guess)- again this year .... MARION MA-
the age-old problem-where to fii~d My boy, there are no "odd things" and T.HAS, the only returning vete!·an on 
point-winning field men. Las~ year, no funny experiences but if there were the tennis team, has been convf'rted 
it will be remembered, the Panther a quaint little gymnasium at Eastern 'into a user of Davis Cup raci{ets. He 
thinclads were well equipped for track 1 State Teachers College would qualify ordered a new one last weei{ 
competition but when it came to fiP-ld for either. GEORGE} BUCK, a strong C!tndldate 
events they were as pointless as an F. D. R. - (Guess again) - If Con- 1 for the tennis team, is rest.ringing 
Engl'ish joke. This year, it appear s gress would only consent-! rackets. Students will find it a cvan-
from early perusal, the same problem Paul Ga-(noted sports writer) - If ta.geous to have an experienced re-
is h aunting EI. you could just get Primo Carnera in- stringer in the school as it so.ves both 
Several important factors iJ l E.l's side that gym, induce him to yawn- time and money to h ave the work 
successful track campaign laRt :>eason , well, you'd have to get a new gym- qone locally .... Here is a test for 
however, are absent for the 1935 sea- ~ nasium. you. How many schools can you n ame 
son. Scot t Funkhouser, dash e·3 and carrie Chap-(famous reformer)- which are m embers of the Little Nine-
hurdles; Baker, star 440 m an; Witte, I was repulsed-chagrined. I'll or- teen confeernce? 
distance ace, and Harry Sockler, 440 ganize the women of this broad land ----- - - -
man and relay bulwark, will not be and bring justice and a gym to EI! Remember your friends with flowers 
running this year. Bradley, promi::;- "Pop" war-(famous coach)-What at Easter. Phone 39. Lee's Flower 
ing pole vaulter, has failed to r eturn I want to kno·w is, where do you put Shop. 
to school. In addition, two nwn now the players after the ball is thrown out 
in school - Frank Broyles, distance on the floor ? 
point-getter, and Edwin Galb1·eath, 
Results of Regular another man who starred 'in the long-er runs-will be unable to compete be-
cause of poor health. 
That leaves Don Neal, hurdles ann 
high jump; Melvin Alexander, high 
jump; H enderson, high jun1p; .and 
Vince Kelly, Captain Lloyd Thud!um, 
Wilbert Cummins, and Charles Austin, 
all track performers. Only Kelly and 
Austin remain from EI's crc0k relay 
team las~ season. 
IM Season Posted 
w. 
Little Egyptians ...... .. .... 13 
Top Notchers ...... ... ....... 13 
Bethonians ............ .. ...... 12 
Fidelis ...... ....... .. ............ .. ... 11 
Lions ......... ... ..... .... ............. 10 
Gilbert Boys ...... .. ....... . .. .. 9 
Math Club ......... ........... 8 
W AA Scoreboard Lair ....... ... ..................... .. ... 7 
Jim Tams ........................ 7 
And so the Sports Review was a 
1 
Here Tis ... ..... .... .. ... ..... .. 7 
success, thanks to our good friend Hoods .. .. ........ ......... ....... .... 6 
Brumleve. Deuces ........ .. .. ...... .......... 5 
Tigers ...... .. ..... ........ ... ...... 4 
A little outside competition made it Shooting Stars .............. .. 4 
a "howling" success. 
outstanding in the review was the 
calisthenics drill. Those dumb-bells! 
Cohorts .... ........... .. ... .... .. .. 2 


























So desperate for a derby was one of 
the members of the bicycle skit, that 
a well known faculty membe1.· was 
asked to relinquish his at the door-
way. 
Furste'sAuto Supply 
The most surprised person of the 
evening was Glenna Simpson when 
Mr. Lantz made that one handed shot 
Buy It For Less at Furste's 
I 
. . 
. _· . - --.' ; .~... ~----.~-·:.· ', 
Men's Sh irts 
Fully Shrunk 
9 8c 
Whites, Plain Colors, Neat Fancy Patterns 
These shir t s are not only exceptional values, but exceptionally good 
looking and good fitting. Smartr--t hat's what you'll say once you lay 
eyes on them. Sizes 14 to 17. 
New Spring Neckwear 49c 
.JAME S R-~ MURRAY 
CLOTIDERS 
' ' -,. . ·.. . - . . . ' ·. ' . ··_ . . ...... 





What a Buy at-
sl29 
In Pearl, Snow, Brown, Blue, 
Grey. Sizes 6 % to 7U 
Tuesday, March 19, 1935 
'Why an Education?' Case Histories 
Reveal that There Just Isn't Reason 
Rose V., F. D. R., George H., and 
J. P. R. Tell Why They Con-
tinued Careers in College. 
By David B. Noyes 
Heckler Notes Signs 
Of Spring's Arrival 
Edman and Spence and the rest of 
the W AA dancers put on (l. mighty 
fine show Wednesday. tsh, tsh, and 
tsh. 
TEACHERS COJJLEGE NEWS 
•-e•-n-11-11-tl __ ._.._.. II II • 
Have you wondered why we come 
to school, why or why not an educa-
tion? We have solved the problem 
for you. As in other sociological 
studies, we have collected here a body Signs of Spring: 
of case histories and, just as thought- Kate Walker on (and off) 
fully, abstained from drawing any skates. 
The NewS. does not need to be In-
sullent as long as we are not Insull-
vent, now do we? We say, do we? 
roller 
conclusions. This week we offer "Why Mr. Shiley's new sport shoes. 
an Education?" next week, "Education Shorter joke colyums. 
-Why Not?" Vacant parlors in the Hall. 
WHY AN EDUCATION Political Panorama being written by 
1. F. D. R.: "Our parents want us stooges. 
How about you and me tomorrow 
night, Pantywaist Spence and Co-
Edman? I have just been looking for 
your calibre. 
to have more and--or better advan- Liebe in der Luft. City Definitions in the Com1Lry, or 
tages than they did and not have to Vica Versa: 
take the hard knocks they did."-Case Dates with composite co-eds can be rot-gun 
cob-taxi history 1183. arranged. 
drayman-religious man of India 2. Rose V.: "Everybody else goes --
1 
trolley-line for catching fish (you're a~ay . to school; why not me?"-Case F. L. W.-Our club 'is sponsoring a the n'inth) 
hiStory 465. show and I wonder if-. taxi-full of tacks 
3. R. S., age four, kept running -- rap-extra coat 
away from home to go to school. He Inside dope: We will still nave quar- ox-me another 
continued this practice; so his mother ters next year and not semesters. The cart-contraction of carlet-(). small 
asked the teacher to let Robert enter tuition will be raised. Lucky seniors. car. 
the first grade, although he was not crop-game of chance. 
yet of correct age. He didn't know t '_ "_ ,._.,_,._,,_,_,_,,_,._,_n-•+ fodder-pa. 
what he w~ g~tting in_to, and now 1' Elmer's College Daze J 
he's stuck with It. He 1s now seven J 
years old and in the third grade, but +·-~~-~~-~~--~~-~~-··-~~-~~-~~-·+ 
he cannot yet talk plain.-Case his~ Dear Elmiree, 
tory 219. 
4. Mickey s.: "I don't know, but I kinda got back into the swing 
I'm glad I came to school now that , a~ain now but I figw· I'll let the cat 
I've learned to joke and smoke."- die by about next week ~orne next 
case history 4. spring fever weather. Which reminds 
5. G. P. B.: "The proposition left me how is our fourteen cats anyhow? 
Did the W AA have a rummage s::tJe 
after they collected all those pants, 
bloomers, and other unmentiona!:>les I 
on the east side of the auditorium last 
week? 
The orchestra in last Friday·s dance 
was very appropriate for the gi'een-
horn St. Patrick's dance. Some of the me cold, but they sent me and I didn't Some greenhorn dance they hR-d 
kick."~Case history 1. last Fr'iday. What I mean is the band jewelry we saw was right up r.,o scratch 
6. J . P. R.: "Me old lady whose had green horns blowing, I mean had too. 
gotta reform school edducashun sez green horns to blow on. It was a kind 
too me, "You don't wanna grow up of a greenhorn program they had to. 
and be a dumm soak like yer old man But this W AA is what gets me. Why 
dyuh ?"- Case history 5. they had one girl galavanting in what 
7. E-n H., the apple-polisher, one they called a new fangled swimming 
of six year old twins, remarked to her suit but they wasnt any more to it 
teacher at the first day of school, "I'd than I used to ware in the old swim-
rather be at school, because you get ming hole down at the crick. And 
more good out of going to school, don't I that aint much. As a matter of fack, 
you think so?"-Case history 84. there wasnt nothing to the hol~ pro-
8. Sylvester E. T.: "You can't argue gram but you know Elmiree what I've 
with a Harvard man."~ase 13. . al.ways. said that women .. ca~t get along 
9. Cloyd P. : "At a time in my llfe Without :nen. ~ell. th1s IS supposed 
hen r had resolved to quit my aca- to be a girls sassiety 1s what I thought 
:ernie pursuits, the sight of a decrepit, but strange as it may seem they had 
transient, itinerant, vagabond shiver- a . coup~e of ~ys I mean t~o boys 
ing with cold in the freight yard, wh0 I With girls domg some dancmg for 
said that the cause of his cataclysmic 'em. It just goes to show you, El-
debacle was 'no education,' turned me miree. 
gain to the sanctuary of my books."- Did you read the Sunday addition ~ase 350. that goes with the paper now? Its 
1o. Edw. P.: "When I finish my what they kind of call a rotograveyard 
college education , I expect to become section. I guess I'll send in a cross-
correspondent and advisory counsellor word puzzle to em some day. That 
for the Smithsonian Institute about is what I am going to do with my 
the morphological trends in embryonic hobbyt'ime now instead of roller skat-
ordovitian trilobites."-Case 491. ing. 
11. Geo. H.: "I want to be my own I went skating last night and I am 
boss and not have to work for some- far from well today. 
body else or at all."- Case 500. 
12. Ruth C.: "You can't go far 
wrong with an education; at least, 
that's been my experience." - Case 
1409. 
13. Mary A. H.: "Although I have 
never had occasion to capitalize on 
the twenty years I studied Latin, I 
find it very handy in writing out or-
ders from seed catalogs."-Case 1398. 
Little 19 Notes 
Lawrence Laeding, co-captain and 
guard on the Macomb Teachers five-
sharer of the Little 19 title-entered 
basketball's hall of fame when he 
was shot by an excited timer in a con-
test played with Carthage two years 
ago .... Jim Gray, six foot five inch 
Carbondale guard who has appeared 
on the local court, has an A-minus 
average during his three years at Car-
bondale ... Carl Nordly, new DeKalb 
coach, is a graduate of Carleton col-
lege. He earned eleven letters at 1.hat 
Browser Suggests 
Travel This Week 
I've been so rushed this week that I 
haven't had much time to browse 
around. However, I couldn't resist I 
reading Canfield's "Bonfire" and Hil-
ton's "And Now Goodbye." · 
I found a book in which John Muir 
describes "A Thousand, Mile Walk to 
the Gulf." Such a trip wouldn't be so 
bad if you could enjoy Brooks' "Italian 
Winter" when you got there or oould 
see the "Undiscovered Australia" of I 
Wilkins'. But a thousand miles is too I 
far to walk just to see more of "This 
Puzzling Plant" that Brewster writes I 
about. Nevertheless, there is a ) 
"Romance of Research" as R edman 
and Mory would say. While you're 
taking this trip and enjoying An-
drews' "Ends of the Earth," as such a 
long walk suggests, I'll wait for you in 
the "Browsing Corner." 
school and has played pr-ofessional .----------------. 
baseball for several years . . . . Fred 
Parker, Illinois Wesleyan 's new coach, 
hails from the Univ·ersity of Michigan 
.... North Central will be defending 
three little 19 titles this spring. They 
are indoor an(l outdoor track as well 
as baseball champs . . . . Golfing c:::tme 
~lto its own in the downstate cclleges I 
.ast season when eleven of the league's 
nembers sent representatives to the 
:onference meet . . . Athletic Director 
ASHBY'S SHOE 
SHOP 
20 years' experience gua.ra.ntees 
satisfaction in shoe repairing. 
Sf 
----
We are now located at 
605 7th St. just oft the 
southeast comer squa.re 
)arl Appell of DeKalb has already ----------------. 
,cheduled seven games for the base-
'all team this spring . . . . Three Big 
~en baseball teams, Wisconsin, Iowa. 
md Northwestern, adorn Bradley's 1935 
·amond schedule. 
EYES TESTED 
Glasses Fitted by 
RICKETTS 
Patronize the News advertisers. SOUTH SIDE SQUARE 
Things EI would gladly do without 
1. Bob Holmes' laugh. 
2. Three love affairs. (Names of the 
affairees will be sent if self-addresed 
stamped envelope is sent to the Eagle I , 
care of TC News.) 
3. Fifteen library noisers and 
pesterers. (Names also supplied on re-
quest.) I 
4. The crooning quartette who fill 
the assembly at sundry and unsundry 
times with wailful moans. (Dale Wing-
ler, Leona Lacey, and two as yet un-
identified, but we'll get 'em.) 
Is there a sidewalk in Charleston 
which has 10 feet of concrete walk that 
refuses to h oJd water when it rains? If 
so, the householders near by should do 
a landoffice business for awhile. We 
suggest this ad in the News. 
Walk to school on dry concrete in 
the rain. Don't swim >On other streets. 
Come, live here, and enjoy the com-
forts of not wading to school. 
Art Craft Studio 
Spring is here with its new, 
Smart Dress Styles. 
Ring Us for a New Photo.graph 
Phone 598 
Call F. V. Thrall 
for 
Quality Coal 
Exclusive Dealers in Glendora Coal 
Phone 186 123 Sixth St. 
EATS, DRINKS, CONFECTIONS, 
GROCERmS, VEGETABLES, 
MEAT 
Where E. I. and South Charleston 
Buy Their Eats 
Meet Your Friends Here 
LINCOLN INN 
DELICATESSEN 
Pllone 73 706 Lincoln Ave. 
MARINELLO 
BEAUTY SHOP 
North Side Squa.re 
SPECIALIZING 
in All Kinds ol 
BEAUTY WORK 
W. C. Peters, Prop. Phone 1506 
Page Nine 
Fate and a stopwatch combined to nine markers. 
beat Fidelis in a tournament semi- I The Bethonians out-played the Top 
final superthriller Tuesday when the Notchers in the other bracket of the 
Lions came from behind with a de- semi-finals, and won a 26 to 17 vic-
batable final-second basket to win in tory. Fast, heady basketball and a 
an overtime, 17 to 16. Walters sank a good percentage of the "breaks" en-
short shot just as the whistle blew, ty- abled them to lead the fighting Top 
ing the score. However, he was fouled Notchers throughout the game. Lan-
in shooting, and, in the breathless sil- caster and Scheer were outstanding, 
ence following, won the game with his Lancaster with his shots and Scheer 
free toss. Evers' play, brilliant in working the ball down the floor. 
throughout the game, won and losf for Davis was the only Top Notcher able 
the Fidelis at least twice. One of his to hit a basket, getting three. 
long shots snipped through the net to 
tie the score twenty seconds before the 
end of the fourth quarter. Neal scored I 
his first basket in the overtime and 
Walters scored his only points in the 
final minutes of the play. "Windy" 
Milburn's long shot put the Lions 
If Your Shoes Could 
Walk 
They Would Go to the 
ahead in the fourth quarter, for the GOLDEN RULE SHOE SHOP 
first time during the game. Carruthers 
and Walters missed many shots and 
Strader hit seldom in the slow-soaring 
game. Evers was high point man with 
to be rebuilt 
W. C. FITZPATRICK 
PHONE 74 
TODAY (TUES.) AND WEDNESDAY-
MEET THE FIRST LADY 










AND ALL STAR CAST IN 
'Ruggles of Red Gap' 
SUNDAY & MON.DAY-
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Don Jones Recalls 
Times He Caddied 
For Chief Capone 
Caddying for Al Capone is just one 
of the thrills in the life of Donald 
Jones, EI student and former Calumet 
City high school swimming champion. 
Jones, a freshman this year, related 
the story of the highlights of his early 
life to a reporter in his typical Chi-
cago accent. "Yep," he said, "Al 
Capone used to call me his little Jew-
ish boy when I caddied for him five 
years ago." The stalwart build of I 
Jones, his red hair and freckled face 
depicting the map of Ireland evi-
denced the fact that Al Capone had a 
sense of humor. "And he shoots a good 
game of .g.olf," volunteered Jones with 
an expression of admiration for his 
notorious friend. It was at Burnham 
Woods, an exclusive suburban country 
club and a rendezvous for Capone's 
gang chieftains, that Jones caddied for 
a pastime. 
Caddies for 'Blonde Alibi' 
On one occasion Jones ca;(ldied for 
Louise Rolfe, famous blond alibi of 
Machine Gun Jack M'Gurn during his 
Chicago trial. The "M'Gurn Mol" was 
a front page attraction of all news 
tabloids throughout the country during 
the trial. 
Capone was a popular man among 
the caddies, says Jones. When he ar-
rived at the links for his daily round 
of golf an avalanche of caddies de-
scended upon him, hoping to be chosen 
by the famous Scarface as a caddy. 
Capone usually picked the smallest 
member of the group to work for him. 
Jones admitted that it was the $15 
tip Capone gave for the caddy's serv-
ice that was responsible for his popu-
larity. 
The former Public Enemy No. 1 was 
described by Jones as a hospitable man 
with a sense of humor and never a 
harsh word for his caddies even if he 
teed into a hazard. He spoke good 
English in spite of the foreign envir-
onment of his younger days. 
Has Autographed Golf Ball 
Capone went under the alias of Al 
Brown at the golf club, Jones related. 
Among his souvenirs of the former 
Chicago Beer Baron was a golf_ ball 
with the name "Al Brown" autograph-
ed on it. 
As Donald Jones outgrew the role of 
a golf caddy he began to look around 
for new pastime. Taking advantage 
of his well developed physique, he 
turned to swimming to furnish thrills-
and thrills he received. He distinguish-
ed himself as a backstroke swimmer 
while attending Thornton Fractional 
high school. One of his outstanding 
achievements there was victory in the 
Chicago South Suburban swimming 
classic two consecutive years. He also 
won second place in the Junior Di-
vision of the Cook county swimming 
meet in the backstroke event, as well as 
being on the championship swimming 
team for two years. 
Continues Swimming Exp~ts 
Upon graduation from high school 
Jones gave less time to his hobby, but 
continued to improve his technique 
while working summers in a local 
swimming pool at Calumet City as a 
life guard. He is credited with res-
cuing over one hundred bathers during 
his three years as a life guard. 
Jones boasts of winning second place 
in a swimming meet which was won 
by Adolph Kiefer, holder of all existing 
backstroke records. On another oc-
casion he appeared on the same pro-
gram with Micky Riley, Olypmic diving 
chamion. 
TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS 
Machines Have Robbed Us of Richness 
In Human Motions, Says Ted Shawn 
Pictured Above Are Four Members of Shawn Troupe. 
Ted Shawn, who with his group of men dancers, will a.ppear 
here March 29 as the final number of the Entertainment Course, de-
clares that the development of machinery to replace the labor of 
men and women has robbed us of much of the richness of human 
motion. Human mov,ement is being replaced by machine movement, 
he says, just as men are being replaced by machines. 
"The labor motiff," says Shawn, "is one of the most important 
in developing dances for men. Essentially masculine dances all over 
the world hav.e had labor movements as one of their impo·rtant 
sources of raw material. To be.-----------------
effi.cient, labor must be econom-
ical of movement, must do its 
work with just the necessary 
Medalist Honors 
Are Won by News 
amount of tension and effort and (Continued from Page 1) 
no more, and with the proper -· --------------
Tuesday, March 19, 1935 
DRAT THE LUCK! HE 
DID REMEMBER THAT 
CLASS WAS MEETING 
• Two Speakers Are 
Heard a t Meeting 
Of Geography Club 
• 
The 9: 50 section of English 
34 was tense with expectation 
as it waited for Mr. Burris. With 
the sound of the bell, the door 
opened slightly, and a mustache 
appeared in the opening. The 
mustache addressed a student 
who happened to be sitting 
near the door: "Say," said the lip 
muff, quivering slightly, "What 
was I supposed to discuss in here 
today?" 
Spring is coming, tra la tra la. 
T ry-outs for Sigma 
Tau Delta Continue 
Tryouts . for membership in Sigma 
Tau Delta opened last week, March 12, 
and will close April 1 at noon. All 
s.tudents interested in writing should 
Miss Annie !..(. Weller and Marjorie 
Baker were principal speakers at a 
meeting of the Geography club Mon-
day evening in the Geography room. 
Miss Weller talked ·on the subject, 
"The Geographical Influence on the 
Development of the Architecture of 
European Cathedrals." Miss Baker's 
topic was, "The Ethiopian Situation." 
In addition to t~ese feature talks, 
members spoke in accordance with a 
new 'roll call ruling' whereby each 
member responds to his name with 
comment on some current event oc-
curring in the field of geography. In 
addition to this, the program provides 
for a talk from some person in the 
club and a talk from some person out-
side the club. There is also a contest 
for each meeting in which it is pos-
sible to score a total of 50 points. The 
person having the highest score at the 
end of the five meetings scheduled for 
this term will receive a prize. 
see the announcements <'l.nd rules . 
Wh.ch t d th s· T The contest at the Monday meetmg 1 are pos e on e tgma au J t d th b · t f "Pl t Delt bull t· b . d th th- was cen ere on e su ]ec o an s 
a e tn oar near e sou y Sh ld K " 
east door. ou ou now. 
Since club membership is lim'i.ted by 
provisions of the constitution, there is 
no drive for new members; the priv-
ilege of try -out is being offered all 
those interested, and from those will 
be chosen the few additional members 
needed to fill the quota. 
0. L. Railsback to 
Do Graduate Work 
Science Club Hears 
Talk by R. B. Glick 
Did you know that you need a 
forty-watt bulb in your study lamp if 
it is one and one-half feet away from 
the page you are reading? That at 
least a 100 watt bulb is needed at three 
feet? This and many other interest-
ing facts about the "Science of See-
ing" were the topic of a recorded lec-
0· L. Railsback has set up apparatus · ture presented by R. B. Glick, division 
in the Warbler and News room in the salesman of the Mattoon division of the 
tower to carry through some research G. I. P. s., before tbe Science club 
work in connection with his graduate Wednesday. A delineascope ac-
studies to be finished at the Univer-
sity of Indiana. companied the lecture with pictures. 
Besides the lecture Mr. Glick demon-
Due to lack of space in the physical strated direct and indirect lighting and 
science labratory, he is using this room 
in which to study vibrations of piano gave an eye test to each individual. He 
found the "Science club members" strings. The apparatus, consisting es-
sentially of radio circuits, will -:>ccupy need slightly more light than the aver-
the room during the spring and sum- age person. Mr. Glick also demon-
mer term, now that the warbler copy strated an interesting device by which 
has gone to the printers. light intensity is measured directly. 
Bernard Shaw, one-time football 
amount o:f relaxation. That very 
economy movement is synony-
mous with grace. 
It is unfortunate that the de-
velopment of modern machinery 
is so largely eliminating beauty from 
human labor movements. Compare the 
movement of a man swinging a scythe 
with that of a man riding on a reaper 
or of a primitive man casting his nets 
with those of a man tending a ma-
ors. In three different association con-
tests during the ~ast four years, the ] 
News has won nine firsts and one sec-
ond. 
EI Judges Rule on 
CHS Speaking Meet 
Harold M. Cavins of the Science de-
partment, Wesley C. Eastman, Director 
of Rural Education, and J. Paul Reed, 
member of the debating team, were 
judges of a public speaking contest for 
high school agricultural students at 
Charleston High Friday night. 
star at EI, accompanied Mr. Glick, with 
whom he is working in preparation for 
taking over a similar position in an-
other division. 
chine trawl. 
Dance Is Rlepositor'y' of Motion 
"As huma.n movement is being re-
placed by machine movement the 
dance becomes a living museum, a re-
pository of these movement forms 
which go back to prehistoric times. 
So many · of men's movements and 
patterns of movements are inherited 
from men who ha.ve labored with their 
bodies that we won't understand mas-
culine movement until we study labor 
movements." 
In 1932-33 Ted Shawn with a grOJlP 
of men dancers gave what is believed 
to have been the first all-male dance 
program ever seen in .an American 
theatre. The reception of the pro-
gram was so gratfying that Ted Shawn 
organized a company of dancers and 
last season he gave the longest and 
one of the most successful road tours 
ever made by dancers in this country. 
News. heads in an interview Stttur-
day afternoon, attributed the medal-
ist achievement to a varied make-up, 
a wide range of feature article:;, the 
introduction of critical appraisa Is of 
college events, especially plays anti 
entertainments, and the continuance 
of the ten-page policy innovated. last 
year. They acknowledged th:~ valu-
able suggestions and assistance of 
Franklyn L. Andrews, faculty adviser; 
Benjamin Weir, Charleston Courier 
publisher; and Howard Franklin. 
make-up· man on The Courier force. 
Twelve hundred editors, faculty ad-
visers and staff members att.ende<.l the 
convention in New York last week. 
William E. Haskell, assistant to the 
president of the New York H erald-
Tribune, and Edwin L. James. man-
aging editor of the New Yor~ Times, 
were two of the main speakers at 
the meeting. 
Men's Chorus to Give 
Program at Nashville 
The Men's Chorus will leave C'h:::tr-
leston on Friday, March 29, for Nash-
ville, Tenn., where they will broadcast. 
over station WSM on the following 
Students from four high schools were 
competing f·Oil' the right to enter a Fu-
ture Farmers state speaking contest in 
June. 
Two important changes will probably 
be made in basketball rules when the 
National Association of Basketball 
Coaches meets in Chicago April 3 to 5. 
Both revisions will be made to speed 
up the games and to equalize the dif-
ferences between the short and tall 
player. 
Special! 
22%% OFF on Atlas Tires 
till April 1 
NEWELL'S 
FILLING .STATION 
FORMER STUDENT DIES 
The office has been informed that 
James Robert Byr·on Randolph, who 
graduated from EI's two-year course 




3 for lOc 
W. E. HILL & SON 
Southwest Corner Square 
MEET ME AT 
The CANDY SHOP 
Where They Have Good Things 
to Eat and Drink. 
FREE DRINKS 
Emma Jean Duff, Clarence Kirch-
offer, Isabel Barnfield, Donald Davis 
PHONE 270 Jones made his debut as a swimmer 
at the World's Fair appearing in a 
high school exhibition meet at the 
Baby Ruth pool. In 1932 at tha dedi-
cation of the Hall of Science he placed 
eleventh out of 150 outstanding en-
trants in a five mile swimming mara-
thon. 
The idea, which Shawn has so thor-
oughly disproved, that dancing is a 
feminine art, is .new in the world and 
almost exclusively a product of North 
European civilization. All the first 
dancers were men, Shawn points out, 
and there are even today primitive 
tribes in which women are forbidden 
day. Approximately thirty people Will' .-----~---------------------~------. 
go. Friederick Koch and President R. 
"The outstanding feat of my career 
was the defeating of the Indiana. State 
backstroke champion and recor<i hold-
er, Albert Ehlars of Whiting, Indiana," 
said Jones summing up his past life. 
He expects to experience more thrills 
during his stay at EI. 
Two Pledges Initiated 
By Phi Sigma Epsilon 
Ray Sanders of Newman and Rob-
ert Gumm of Paris were formally in-
itiated into Phi Sigma Epsilon Sunday 
morning at the chapter house on Sev-
enth street. After the ceremony the 
boys attended the Methodist church 
services and ate dinner at the Wick-
ham's cafe. Both new members are 
college freshmen. 
to even attempt dancing. 
His Art Requires Training 
"There is," Shawn says, "no other 
art which requires such · a long and 
arduous preparation and the physical 
energy which goes into any other sort 
of art expression is child's play com-
pared to the ·physical hard work re-
quired of a dancer. Physical strength 
and endurance is considered a mas-
culine quality. Dance technique re-
quires the ultimate precision and ac-
curacy of movement and extreme 
mental control over every part of the 
body. Precision and accuracy, dis-
ciplined by mental control, are gen-
erally considered masculine quali-
ties." 
Shawn points out further that no 
woman can adequately express emo-
tions or use movements and patterns 
G. Buzzard are now completing the ar-
rangements for the trip. A further an-
nouncement will appear in next week's 
News. 
Look for placards saying, "We ad-
vertise in Teachers Gollege News. 
or interpret themes which are essen-
tially masculine. These are for men 
dancers. 
-By Dorothy Bonham. 
WHITE 
PLUMBING & HEATING 
COMPANY 
Plumbing, Beating and 
Sheet Metal Work. 
PHONE 295 




M;tk e Sm art Spring Shoes 
INYART'S Brown ~, Shoe Store 




uNa tiona/ Collegiate News in Picture and Paragraph" 
SHE'S A QUEEN » Isabel Reed, a junior at West-
minster College (New Wilmington, Pa.), is the first 
May Oueen to be elected in collegeland this year. 
She's dn Alpha Gamma Delta. 
NEARING ANOTHER RECORD ,. Charles Hornbostel, the most 
hurried Hoosier at Indiana University (Bloomington), comes up to the 
tape first in the .1,000-yard run . KEYSTONE PHOT~ 
U. S. TRADEMARK SERIAL NUMBER 31341 2 
,. Marchmont 
Schwartz, former 
Notre Dame star, 
has been named 





FUTURE STARS? ,. Well, at least 
these Oxford Univ.ersity (England) 
runners are working hard during 
this practice session . They are pre-
paring for the all-important lnter-
Collegiate·Sports.KEYSTONE l"HoTo 
STUDENTS OF THE SKIES ,. Astronomy students 
at Connecticut College for Women (New London) J 
. 
are shown taking sun observations during a recent 
class session. KEYSTONE PHOTO 
HE GETS A LIFT THIS TIME ,. Howard Rosen,. 
New York elevator boy, has won a hotel scholar-
ship at Cornell University (lthaca1 N. Y.). KEYSTONE PttOTO . 
Left 
_ LEARNS BASE-
BALL- ,. Conni~ 
Mdck, Jr. (/eft}hds 
left Duke Univer-
sity(Durhdm, N.C.) _. 
to ledrn the spc)'rf ' 
from his fdther. 
Right 
SALUTED,. 
Louis~ Krduse is 
.h o n o ·r e d d s t h e 
Wdshington Uni-
versity (St. louis) 
' · m o s .t. p o p u I d r 
co-ed. 
Information on where and how to tr~vel may be secured by fill ins in 
and ~di~~ this coupon to Collegi.ate Digest, P. 0. Box 472, 
M6dison, Wis. 
0 Yellowstone Pdrk 
0 Rocky Mountain Nationdl Park 
0 E'-'rope 
0 Glctcier National Park 
0 Bctnff-Lake Louise 
I expect to travel by: 
0 Alaskd 
0 Dude Rdnches · 
0 Zion National Park 
0 Hawaii 0 Qthef ___________________________ _ 
0 rctilrOcJd 0 automobile 0 pldne 0 stedmship 
~e-- -------- ____ : __ -------- -------------- . . : .. --.--- .. -- .. ------.-------------- -----. -·-----.---- -----
' . 
LABOR LIBRARY ~ Pres. Rdymond A 
Kent (right) exdmines the University ol 
Louisville's new ldbor librdry, which Wdl 
mdde possible ldrgely through the e~orts 
of Justice Louis D. Brdnde is . 
College Address .. -----------;------------ ..... ------·' ... --- __ · ______ ------------. _____ ------.-----. 
Home Address:.-~------ .. __ :.._ ____ ____ ----:--::--- ___ ; ____ ... -------··.-------.---------------------
"DARING YOUNG MAN" ,. But this time it's Keith Brown, Y die University (New Hdven, 
Conn.) dee, doing his pole-vdulting dct in the Milirose A . A. trdck dnd Reid cdrnivdl. ._.
010 KEYSTON.'E Pn 
@ 1936 
R. J. Re:rnoldl Tob. Co. 
••J'M .AIMING TOWARD the statistical end of the insurance business," says Whit-
ing, '35. "And is it a job! Higher mathematics and their practical application, 
slide rules, logarithms ... all .jumble up when I'm tired. Another thing: I have a job 
at night-sometimes don't get a chance to study until I'm through. But a Camel , 
helps to keep me going-and I 'CaD concentrate again and feel wide awake. 
Camels are never harsh to my throa.t. They are mild and gentle, yet have a mar-
velous flavor-a flavor that never tires my taste. I am a steady smoker, but Camels 








"CAMELS ARE MOST 
POPULAR in our set. 
They taste so mild and 
good-and they give you a 
'lift' when you need it. 
I'm a steady smoker, but 
Catrtels never jangle my 
nerves, and I never tire of 
Camel's taste." (Signed) 
BMILm BAGLEY, '3.5 
WALTER O'KEEFE Casa Loma Orchestra 
· 0flw coast-to-coast W ABC-Columbia Nttwork 
TUESDAY 
10:00 P.M. E. S. T. 
9:00 P.M. C. S.T. 
8:00P.M. M.S.T. 
7:00 P.M. P. S. T. 
THURSDAY 
9:00P.M. E.S.T. 
8:00 P.M. C.S.T. 
9:30P.M. M.S.T. 
8:30 P.M. ~· S.T 
"IT'S MIGHTY COM-
FORTING to light . up a 
Camel. The fatigue that al-
ways follows keen excite-
ment quickly fades -away, 
and ·I feel refreshed and 
restored in short order ... 




red photograph of 
the new men s dor-
mitory at Pomona 
College (Clare-
mont, Calif.), with 
Mt. St. Antonio in 
the background. 
STAR » Frances 
FMmer plays the lead 
role in 'the Univer-
sity of Washington 
-(Seattle) presenta-
tion of Sidney How-
ard's Alien Corn,. 
which has broken all 
records for cont inu -




Hal l Lea has 
honor by the stu 




Charles A. Kraus, 
versity (Provid 
awarded 1935 
Medal of Chica 
American Chemi 
~RED ,. Prof. 
Brown Uni-
, R. 1.~ WdS 
liard I...Jibbs 
ection of the 
Soci ety. 
Left 
DOWN IT COMES 
» Pres. L. H. Hub-
bard begins the raz-
ing of Stoddard Hall 
at the Texas State 
College for Women 
(Denton) to make 
way for -the con-
struction of a new 
dormitory. 
THE MAN WITH THE STRONGEST FEATURES, Bill Ball, models the masks 
for the Arizona State College (Tempe) Golden Gaieties . Willa Roberts, director 
of the show, is doing the plaster pouring. · 
THE CANDID 
CAMERA portrays 
the chemical testing 
work of a group of 
.PREHISTORIC FINDS SHOWN » Dr. Chester Stock, professor of paleontology dt the Cdlifornia 
lnstitufe ofT echnology (Pdsddend), is shown with part of d pliocene mdstodon skull dnd d skull of a 





Coli ege (East 
Lansing) nine. 
OLD MESS TABLE ,. This relic was made for Gen. William T. 
Sherman, who was the first superintendent of Louisiana State 
University (Baton Rouge). 
. 
-
SPORT ,. University 
of Georgia (Athens) 
women have adopt-
ed fencing as their 
. new fdvorite sport. 
"MOST OUTSTANDING .. 
,. Ruth Parsons, of Fairmount 
State Teachers Col. (W.Va.). 
COACHES TEAM FROM BED ,. · pdul B. Gross, recover-
ing from an operation, direct~ practice of Fort Hdys State 
College (Kan.) basketeers vid telephone . KEYSTONE PHoTo 
CROWNS CORN KINGS ,. Pres. E. C . Elliott, of Purdue Uni-
versity (Lafayette, Ind.), honors the corn leaders of the Hoosier 
state . 
"FOREI .. or wot.ds to that effeCt, shouts Betty 
Hazard, field hockey play~r at Drake Un iversity 
(D~s Moines~ Ia .). 
''Fashi ons of the Day., this 
. week prese~ts d pre-view of 
what · the well-dressed co lie-
gian will wear during the 
sporty summer days, or what he 
should be wearing now if he 
is sporting ar~unH the southern 
beach resorts. What with the 
plain Rannel pdnts and plain or 
stri~ · polo shirts, the mode 
of the summ~r s~~ms to be one 
that assures edse of movement 
and the -utmost in comfort. You 
will notice particularly thdt the 
smart go I fer wi II oot · stick so 
closely to his ~niCkers 4S he 
has in the pcsst, and that he wi II 
wear a hat instecJd of the usual 
golf cap. The shoes wi'll be of 
the "comfortable'· variety, 




terns from. the 
vertiCal or horizon- . 
tal stripes to the color-
ful plaids. We should 
not forget the off-the-links 
or off-the-courts moments how-
ever, and it is then that you don 
the easy-fitting sports jdcket 
with the vertiCdl stripings. 
lnformdtion on the correct 
fashions for modem collegidns 
may . ~ obtained free by 
merely addressing any ques-
tions you may have to: Fashion 
Editor, Collegidte Digest, P.O. 
Box 4 71.; Madison, Wis. 
couRT..-v ARROW AND 
C~ARTIR HOUSE 
/ 
One of the m~st pleasing shirt-and-
tie emembles that has come to the 
attention of discriminating dressers 
is the stri~d shirt W<>rn w ith the 
plain tie, which, incidentdlry, is 
usually a knit one. The model 
shown above is particularly 
Sflldrt because it features the 
wide-spread, button-
down collar Which 






Answers· on Pa 8 
Printed by Alco Gravure Inc., Chicaco, Ill. 5391.3-24 
Left 
"SWEETHEART OF SIGMA CHI,. )) That's the title 
voted to Bi~die Berenson at Louisiana State University 
(Baton Rouge). 
OXFORD "WET-BOBS" were caught at hard practice:n 
preparation for their battle with the Cambridge women's crev. 
KEYSTONE PHOO 
CLEARING THE FIELD » The R.O .T.C. regiment at North Carolina State College 
(Raleigh) turns out en masse to remove the rocks from the new stadium football field. 
LEARNING NEWSPAPER WORK » The staff of the Buffalo State T 
College (N . Y.) Record inspects the plant of the Buffalo Evening News. 
COMES FROM INDIA • Nancy Badley, whose 
p~rents are missionaries, attends Ohio Wesleyan 
University (Delaware, 0 .). 
ASLEEP AT THE SWITCH ,. Gerald Mel 
does a fine bit of acting in a Midland Colle 
(Fremont, Neb.) student production . 
- giatt -
SECTION 
"N a tiona/ Collegiate News in Picture an4 Paragraph" 
KEYSTONE PHOTO 
A MODERN PORTIA ,. Mary Steed climaxed her A SEXTETIE AND ONE composes this Vassar College (Poughkeepsie, N. Y.) choral group, the extra one 
dramatic cMeer at Miam i University (Oxford, 0 .) as 
the star in Th e Merchant of Venice. being the accompanist. They recently made their radio debut over a ndtionwide chain hookup. 
A PRESIDENT SPEAKS » And Commonwealth's Lucien 
Koch, nation's youngest college head, started state legislators 
speaking about Communism at his institution . KEYSTONE PHoTo 
MOCKING MURALS » Oliver Neshamkin is shown putting the finishing touches on a set of murals 
of college life which he and two other students have painted in John Jay Hall, Columbia University 
(New York City). KEYSTON~ PHOTO 
/ 
ONE MAN SYMPHONY )) Prof. Vladimir Kara-
petoff, Cornell Univers ity (Ithaca, N. Y.), has per-
fected this device which enables a single player to 
create the music of a who le orchest ra. 
BACt<STROKE CHAMP • Paul Grossman is 
the Case School of Applied Science (Cieve-
ldnQ) ~wimming ace. 
THIS LIE DETEGOR 
was developed by W. M . 
Hillegas of Cortland 
Normal School (N. Y.) . 
QUEEN CANDIDATE >• 
· Helen Mills is one of the 
favored entries in the Ohio 
University (Athens) beauty 
contest. 
Below 
HOPEWELL CULTURE is 
evidenced in this discovery 
of Dr. W . D. Funkhouser, 
University of Kentucky (Lex-
in.gton), made in Ricketts 
Mound, Kentucky. 
BOOK REST , And 
it was made by Rudolf 
Pfister1 Oberl i.n Col-
lege (0.). 
IT'S P~RBY DAY >) Well, at least these Un~versity of Mississ;pp1 (University) senior lawyers thin.k they'ldl bowl · ~~ 
over when they are all decked out in these outfits, which , incidentally, they wear once each week 1n accor ance WI 
~n oJd les<1l custom . 
FLAVOR! Jack shea,otym-
. pic Champion Speed Skater: 
"-Camels taste so good that with 
me Camels get the nod every 
time. 'When people mention my 
being a cigarette smoker, I cor-
rect them and say, T m a Camel 
. smoker.'" 
ILDNESS! Betty Chase, 
e~pert skater, gives this answer: 
" Camels are so very mild ! Their 
c.ste is so pleasant! And smok-
ing Camels steadily never tells 
on my nerves. To me it's ll 
very tmporta.nt fact tha.t Camels 
use finer and choicer to baccos." 
ENERGY! "earners 
'energizing effect' is a 
great thing for any one 
who is active," says Paul 
Thompson, high scorer 
of the world- cham-
pion Chicago Black 
Hawks hoc key team. 
"When tired, there's one 
thing I want-a Camel!" 
© 1935, R. J. Reynolds Tob. Co . 
"Camels are made from finer, more expensive tobaccos -
Turkish and Domestic - than any other popular brand. 11· 
(Signed) R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY 
Winston-Salem, North. Carolina 
HEALTHY 
NERVE-S! 
Says Ray Stevens, North 
American Bob-Sled 
_ Champion: "When the 
· last heat has been run, 
I light a Camel and en-. 
joy it to the full, know-
ing that Camels never 
bother my nerves!" 
VALUE! 'Tm just an interested winter sports 
fan," says Edward Kent. "But I'm with Jack Shea 
and Ray Stevens when it comes to smoking 
Camels! I 'get a lift with a Camel' when I'm low 
and need cheering up, or when I'm tired. And 
the fact that tobaccos of a choicer quality are used 
in Camels goes far to explain why Camels are 
so mild and pleasing, and never jangle my 
nerves. It means a lot to me that millions more 






"MISS AUBURN" ,. 
Netty Murphy was 
elected by popular vote 
the most beautiful co-ed 
at Alabama Polytechnic 
Institute (Auburn). She 




MAN » James Mc-
Cracken Ill heads the 
committee in· charge of 
the te~th annual military 
ball held at Drexel In-
stitute (Philadelphia). 
KING TUT RESTORED ,. Thi~ 17 -foQt-high restoration of the 
statue of T utenkhamon was made. by the staff of the Oriental Insti-
tute of the University of Chicago (Illinois). 
Left 
HIGH DIVER )) 
Don Herwig, ace 





perfect form that 
has won him high 
positions in many. 
meets . 
group. 
RULE WINTER CARNI 
Katherine Cartter reigned 
sity (Canton, N. Y.) M· 
• Ernest Hemmings and 




Says G. 0. Stein-
berger, hermit and 
former Wittenberg 
Coli ege (Spring-
field, 0.) art in-
structor, as he 
returns to "civil-
ization" after 
spending 21 years 




BEHIND THE SCENES 
>> . Capital University 
(Columbus,O.)students 
preparing a set for a 
student dramatic pro-
duction in theMasquers 
workshop . 
Right 
HONORED ,. Robert 
Eunson, Arizona State 
Teachers College (Flag-
staff), is the first college 
student to receive U. S. 
JuniorChamberofCom-
merce service award . 
WINTER painted this marvelous _black-cmd-white photograph of the Ira 
Alien Chapel on the campus of the University of Vermont (Burlington). EYES UPI )) An interesting camera study of Wes Bennett 






ton is the first 
Rhode Island 
State College 
co-ed to be 
elected "Mayor 
o f Kingston." 
Information on where and how to fravel may be secured b'i ~lling in 
and sendi~g this coupon fo ~ollegi~te Digest, P. 0. Box 472, 
~dison, Wis. . 
0 Yellowstone Park . 0 Alaska 
0 Rocky Mountain National Park 0 Dude Ranches 
0 Europe ~ 0 Zion National Park 
0 Glacier National Pbrk 0 Hawaii 0 8cJnff-Lake Louise 0 Other .......... : _______________ _ 
I expect to trclVel by: 
0 rai lrOCld 0 automobile 0 plcJM _ 0 stecJmship· 
Name .... -- .... ------···· ........................ --.---·-····---------···············'······-······ 
~liege Address .. --------------·-········· · ···························· ··· · · · ··-············- ~-





Springs, N .Y.) 
co-eds chat 
with fencer 




Un ivers ity of 
Wisconsin 
alumn i of New 
Yorkhonorthe 
pres ident of 
t he i r alma 
-
CAMPUS RHYTHM MAKERS » The Northeastern Univers ity (Boston, Mass .) Bacchanalians IS 
one of the more popular of the student orchestras that pl~y for that institution · s social events. 
~ ----~----------------------------------------------~-------------------------------------
"PRINCE ALB~RT IS MilO 
AND MELLOW!" 
"TWO OUNCES IN EVERY TIN" 
"IT'S CRIMP CUT-




ster was the 
Carnival's 











sive photo of 
the Phi Kappa 
Psi house at 
Dartmouth . 
"THE WORLD'S .FAVORITE 
PIPE SMOKE!" 
"NEVER BITES THE TONGUE" 
"JUST TOP-QUALITY 108ACCO" 
NATIONAL 
JOY SMOKE! 













COLLEGE UNIONS DELEGATES » This group of college union at · Indiana University (Bloomington). Their program included disc 
heDds from all sections of the United States attended the fifteenth aR- sions on the many problems that must be faced in student governm 
nual convention of the Association of College Unions held recently · and social management. 
